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Preface

Photovoltaics is one of the most fascinating ways for direct solar energy

conversion. Solar cell technology has been undergoing enormous developments

for the last few decades, initially providing electrical power for spacecraft and

recently for terrestrial systems. Photovoltaics has the potential to become an

altemative to the use of fossil fiJ8lS if mass production of PV modules on an

industrial scale is established. About 90% of today’s demand for photovoltaics is

met by crystalline silicon based solar cells. In order to produce economically

viable PV systems, thin film technology has been developed to achieve

substantial reduction in cost, so as to compete in the power market with other

conventional and established energy sources.

The main advantage of thin film solar cells is the capability to produce

low cost electric power. This is mainly because these types of cells require low

quantity of materials even when they have large area. Moreover, large scale

fabrication is feasible. Different types of techniques available for thin film

deposition make it possible to try new compound semiconductors for better solar

cells and this is a unique speciality of thin film cells. Presently through intensive

research work, three semiconducting materials have been identified for large scale

production of thin film solar cell. They are amorphous silicon, cadmium telluride

and copper indium selenide.

o

Amorphous Si could recently achieve an efficiency of l3.5%. But

radiation induced defects (Stabler-Wronsky defect) formation reduces the

efficiency .during continuous illumination. CdTe based cells have reached a

maximum efficiency of 16%. The problems associated with this type of cells are

lack of completely optimized manufacturing set up and those related to stability

of the cells and usage of poisonous cadmium and tellurium. Cu(Ga,In)Se2 based

solar cells have been achieved the best efficiency more than 18% which results in

the extensive research in CIS based cells by several groups all over the world.

However, it remains yet to produce large area films at low cost using ecofriendly

technique.
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In the present work, we describe our efforts to develop device quality

CuInSe;, films through low cost, simple and eco-friendly hybrid techniques. The

most important point to be highlighted here is that the method fully avoids the use

of poisonous gases such as I-l;Se/Se vapour. Instead, selenisation is achieved

through solid state reaction between amorphous selenium and polycrystalline

metal layers resulting in both binary and temary selenides. Thin films of

amorphous selenium (a-Se) used for this is deposited using Chemical Bath

Deposition (CBD). CulnSe;> films are prepared through the selenisation process.

Another PV material, indium selenide (In;Se3) thin films are also prepared using

this process. The whole work described in this thesis is organized into seven

chapters discussed below.

CHAPTER 1 begins with a general introduction on the significance of

thin films in photovoltaics. In this chapter there is a brief coverage on important

semiconductors for solar cell application, after which an elaborate review on

preparation and characterisation of CIS and related alloy thin films and also, (‘IS

based solar cells. Preparation techniques, chemical bath deposition and vacuum

evaporation used in the present study are then described. Details of the

characterisation techniques used in this work such as Scanning Electron

Microscopy for morphological studies, X-ray diffractometry (XRD) for structural

analysis, X-ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy (XPS) and Secondary lon Mass

Spectroscopy (SIMS) for elemental analysis are included in this chapter. Details

of optical and electrical characterization techniques are also explained at the end

of this chapter.

CHAPTER 2 starts with a description on direct deposition of copper

indium selenide using CBD. After hinting at difficulties of this technique in

controlling the bath parameters, which determines the ternary compound

formation, advantages of adopting this method for preparing binary compound is

described. The attempt of conversion of binary compound, Cu;Se into ternary

compound, CulnSe; by thermal diffusion of vacuum evaporated indium layer is

then included. ln order to compensate for selenium deficiency of the films
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obtained, idea of deposition of selenium using CBD also mentioned in this

chapter.

CHAPTER 3 begins with a review of conventional studies on Se thin

films. Then the process of preparation and characterisation of amorphous

selenium thin films using CBD is described.

In CHAPTER 4, includes preparation and characterization of indium

selenide thin films by seleinisation technique using a-Se film deposited from CBD

is included. Selenisation is done by Stacked Elemental Layer (SEL) technique.

Structural, compositional, electrical and optical characterisation are included in

this chapter. A brief report about the preparation of copper selenide by annealing

the bilayer Se/Cu is also described towards the end of this chapter.

Preparation and characterisation of CIS by two different methods are the

central theme of the CHAPTER 5. This chapter is organized into two sections.

First part detailed studies on preparation and characterzation of CIS films by

annealing multilayer structure, Se/In/Cu deposited sequentially. Second part is

preliminary investigations on preparation and characterization of CIS films by

diffusion of copper into indium selenide films.

Large scale usage of CBD technique for depositing selenium film, we face

into the difficulties dealing with the precipitate available in the bath used for the

CBD process. In the present work we developed process for the reuse of selenium

precipitate in the bath. Detailed description of the process for recovery of the

precipitate formed during selenium film preparation for further deposition process

is included in CHAPTER 6.

CHAPTER 7 deals with the summary of the work and conclusions from

all the studies on all the type of films.
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CHAPTER I

THIN FILM PHOTOVOLTAICS: AN INTRODUCTION

1.1 Photovoltaicsz An unlimited electrical energy from the sun

In today's world of growing energy needs and increasing environmental

concern, alternatives for the use of non-renewable and polluting fossil fuels have to

be found out. The alternative is solar energy in the fonn of wind, solar energy,

biomass and hydroelectric etc.

Solar energy is simply the energy produced by the sun and collected in

different forms, on the Earth. The sun creates energy through thermonuclear fusion

process that involves conversion of hydrogen to helium every second. This process

liberates a lot of energy in the forms of heat and electromagnetic radiation. The

heat remains in the sun and is instrumental in maintaining the thermonuclear

reaction. The electromagnetic radiation (including visible light, infra-red light, and

ultra-violet radiation) streams out into space in all directions.

Energy requirement of the world can be supplied directly by solar power,

which is only a fraction of total energy produced by the sun. Two major

advantages of solar power over fossil fuels are the fact that it is completely non

polluting and available for a much longer period.

Photovoltaics (PV) is a high-tech approach to convert sunlight directly into

electrical energy. This electricity is direct current and can be directly used, or can

be converted to alternating current or can be stored for later use. Conceptually. in

its simplest form a photovoltaic device is a solar-powered generator (solar cell)

which only consumes solar radiation as fuel. There are no moving parts to wear

out; operation is environmentally benign; and if the device is encapsulated, then it

has a long life without break down and maintenance. As sunlight is universally

available, these can be used anywhere in our planet. Photovoltaic systems are

modular, and hence these are suitable for milliwatt and megawatt applications.
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PV has the potential to become a major energy source without giving any

impact on the global environment. In order to realize this potential, mass

production of PV modules on an industrial scale has to be established which must

be inexpensive, durable and efficient product.

In I839, Edmund Becquerel noticed that sunlight absorbed by certain

materials can produce small quantities of electricity in addition to heat. Initially,

this phenomenon was limited to the use of light detector. Then improved

technological advances in material processing and the needs of the emerging space

program led to the development of PV cells.

Most of the PV cells in the market today operate at an efficiency of less

than 15%; i.e, less than 15% of the radiation falling on the cell is converted to

electricity. Maximum theoretical efficiency for a photovoltaic cell is only 32.3%

[1, 2], and at this efficiency, solar electricity is very economical. Interestingly most

of our conventional techniques of electricity generation are less efficient than this.

Unfortunately. the modular efficiency is much lower than 15 %. Even though this

may not be quite economical for large scale production, it is fine for indoor

applications and lighting. However, hope for bulk solar electricity should not be

abandoned as very recently solar cell with an efficiency of 28.2% [2] has been

fabricated in a laboratory.

About 90% of today’s demand for photovoltaics is met by crystalline

silicon solar cells as silicon (Si) semiconductor technology is fairly advanced due

to its large scale application in digital/analog electronic industries. Over the past

fifty years PV technology along with Si electronics, has become increasingly

advanced. However, it is clear that the low optical absorption coefficient

(==lO4c m") and energy band gap of this material (1.1 eV) were not ideal for PV

generation, and scientists have been developing materials whose electrical and

optical properties are suitable for high conversion efficiency and low cost. Due to

advancement of silicon processing technology and availability of technical data,

this material is still being used for photovoltaic conversion with increasing success.

In order to produce economically viable P\’ systems, a new technology,

viz., polycrystalline thin film (PTF) technology, has been developed. We now
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realize that PTF solar cells have the potential to meet or exceed the performance of

a traditional commercial Si technology with a better possibility for power

production at low cost. This is mainly because these types of cells require low

quantity of materials even when they have large area. Moreover, large-scale

fabrication is feasible, through simple and low cost techniques.

1.2 Performance ofa solar cell

In order to understand many aspects of photovoltaic devices, one must

know the principle. Basic phenomenon behind photovoltaic is the process of

generation of electron - hole (e-h) pairs due to the absorption of photon by a

semiconducting material. This e-h pair can be separated by an internal built-in

electric field and collected at two contacts, which gives rise to a photocuirem. if

the two contacts are connected to an extemal load. A variety of techniques are

developed to produce this built in electric field. For the operation of solar cell, the

most widely used techniques are pn-homojunction diodes, heterojunction diodes

and Schottky diodes.

When a pn-junction is formed, instantaneously positive and negative

electrical charges redistribute, establishing internal electric fields that determine. in

part, properties of the semiconductor diode. At the instant of junction formation,

the concentration of electrons is much larger on n-side while that of holes is higher

on the p side. Large difference in carrier concentrations sets up an initial diffusion

current resulting a region, near the junction, that is depleted of majority carriers

(i.e, electrons on the n side and of holes on the p side). The region has a space

charge layer with high electric field. Thus in the absence of externally applied

potentials, no further current will flow across the junction. The behaviour of the

junction under forward and reverse bias, can be described by the ideal-diode

1= IO[£exp{-igr/-]— 1] (1)
Where, I is the external current flow, Io is the reverse saturation current, V is the

equation [3, 4]:

applied voltage, k is the Boltzmanns constant, and T is the absolute temperature.

Again, IO can be expressed as,
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Where, I is the external current flow, lo is the reverse saturation current, V is the

applied voltage, k is the Boltzmanns constant, and T is the absolute temperature.

Again, I0 can be expressed as,

EB

1. = I..@><p -3,-T-» - <2)

ISO depends on surface recombination velocities and lifetime of carriers. From

eq.(2), it is clear that L, varies with the temperature of the junction and hence

depends on the intrinsic-carrier concentration. This is larger for materials with

smaller band gaps than for those with large band gap.

If light impinges on a p-n junction device, the equilibrium conditions are

disturbed. Minority carriers-that is, electrons in the p material and holes in the n

material-are created in large quantities resulting in a heavy minority current across

the junction. This leads to an increase in concentration of electrons in n-side and

holes on p-side lowering the potential energy barrier at the junction (as if a fom-ard

bias is applied), correspondingly a voltage is established at the external terminals.

These excess carriers can flow through the extemal circuit to do work.

Photovoltaic device can be modeled as an ideal diode parallel to a light

induced current generator IL, whose magnitude is controlled by the generation of

electron-hole pairs by the absorption of incoming light and the collection

efficiency of the junction. Equivalent circuit is given in fig.l.l.

R.

RshIL Rlond
Figure l.l: Equivalentcircuit of a solar cell
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Figure 1.2: I-V characteristic of a solar cell under dark and illuminated conditions

The current and voltage characteristics of the diode are modified by light to [3]

I= Io[exp[%]— l]- IL (3)
There will be resistive losses due to series (RS) and shunt resistance (Rsh). A

current-voltage diagram, shown in fig.l.2 gives the important operational

parameters of the cell, which are “short-circuit current” (ISC), “open-circuit

voltage”(Voc), and current and voltage at the maximum power point (Irnp and Vmp)

respectively). The maximum power output from a solar cell is simply the product

of Imp and Vmp. Usually another parameter called fill factor FF is also defined, as

V I
FF = -$1” (4)

The figure of merit for solar cell performance is the conversion efficiency r|,

defined as (5)OC SC

Input power Pin is

in hc
P,“ _ A6[i=(>t{-1-Jar (6)
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Here A is the device area, F(7t) is the number of photons incident per square

centimeter per second per unit bandwidth incident on the device at wavelength 9.,hc . . . .
and T is the energy of each photon. The power output is given by

Pout : vmplmp = FF\/oclsc

and now the expression for fill factor (FF) can be modified as

V

-_°k¥ -in[---3:; + 012)FF=B" 2 _ Q)
eV°c~—+l
nkT

where n is the diode ideality factor. Hence, the fill factor is only one factor in

defining the open-circuit voltage V06. Conversion efficiency n is simply PM/Pm.

Also, V0,, is related to the band gap of the material by the expression given below:

vac = llrzs + kTln  (9)e $0
Thus, V0. is material dependent and the efficiency of the cell depends on

selection of a suitable material.

1.3 Basic material requirements for low cost solar cells

Thin film solar cells are large area diodes fabricated to enable and

maximize the absorption of light within a short distance from the space charge

region of a diode. Absorbed photons create e-h pairs as described earlier. Energy of

minority carriers is converted to electric energy as these are swept through the

barrier field of the diode. In fact the “height of the step" at the junction determines

the energy of minority carriers to do work and made to flow through the external

circuit.

As a minority carrier device, a solar cell requires properties such as high

minority carrier life time and mobility. These can be achieved through good

crystallinity, suitable doping, and appropriate band gap. Although there are a

variety of solar cells, the following description applies most directly to thin film

heterojunction solar cells in which the diode is created by two layers designated as
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“window layer“ and “absorber layer”. The depletion (space charge or built in field)

region is generated at the interface between window and absorber. The material

requirements for an efficient solar cell are determined by considering the basic

steps involved in the conversion of light into electric power [5].

1.3.1 Light absorption

First requirement is that light reaches the rectifying semiconductor junction

through a window layer, which is designed to have minimum absorption before the

light reaches the absorber. This is achieved by choosing wide band gap (>2.4 eV)

material and making the layer as thin as possible.

Usually absorber material will be a compound semiconductor such as

CulnSe;, Cu;S having high absorption coefficient (105 cm") and results in thin film

solar cells with a few (0.5-5.0) pm thickness. Among the well known

semiconductors, Si has a low absorption coefficient over the solar spectrum. Hence

for Si based cell, thickness has to be of 50-I00 um. Also, the absorption coefficient

depends on band gap of the material. Materials with direct band gap have much

higher absorption, which reduces the thickness of the absorbing layer. Absorption

results in carrier generation and photo-generated caniers exit the absorber region

by diffusion process. Since absorber material is characterized by some electrical

resistivity, it contributes an internal resistance R, to solar cell. For all purposes. R,

in cell should be no more than a few tenths of an ohm for each square centimeter of

illuminated cell area under one sun conditions. Again it is always better to have,

the minority cam'er diffusion length at least equal to the effective absorption length

[6]

It should be noted that the maximum value of built-in voltage in a junction

is limited by the step height or the fermi level difference between p- and n- type

materials. From eq. (9) this in fact depends on band gap of the absorber. If the band

gap is large, step size will also be larger and hence the cell voltage. On the other

hand, photons are absorbed only when their energy is greater than the band gap of

the absorber; thus wide band gap materials create less current than narrow band

gap materials. Based on these considerations and distribution of energies within the

solar spectrum, the optimum band gap energy for an absorber is about 1.5 eV [3].
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1.3.2 Generation of minority charge carriers

Sunlight absorbed by the semiconductor generates e-h pairs, i.e., excess

charge carriers, in solar cells. Lifetime of these carriers has to be sufficient to

enable these carries to reach and cross the built-in field region of the diode used. In

most semiconductors electrons have longer lifetime than holes and hence it is

advantageous to use p-type semiconductors as absorbers, in which the electrons are

minority carriers.

1.3.3 Charge carrier separation by built in electric field

Minority charge carriers gain energy as they travel through the built-in field

region, generated by a pn-junction and this energy is used in an extemal circuit.

The absorbing semiconductor must therefore be capable of forming a p-n junction,

either as a homojunction or heterojunction. The two materials forming the

heterojunction must not only have appropriate electron affinities and energy band

gaps to create the internal electric field, but also must have suitable chemical and

structural properties so as to have an easy movement for excess minority carriers

through the depletion region.

1.3.4 Current output by ohmic contacts

After crossing the built-in field region, the minority charge carrier, becomes

a majority carrier and has to leave the solar cell in order to perform useful work.

Thus low-loss electrical contacts are required for both p-type and n-type laycrs.

The electrodes required for this are metals or transparent degenerate

semiconductors. In practice, low loss contacts are often achieved by producing a

thin, heavily doped or degenerate region between the semiconductor and the

electrode.

1.3.5 Production technologies for low cost solar cells

In addition to the above requirements of electrical and optical properties

solar cells must be made using techniques that permit the production of large area

cells at low cost. Hence researchers all over the world are trying to devclop

techniques as well as materials to suit these requirements. A semiconductor

material can be selected for cell fabrication after considering this point also.
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Polycrystalline materials are gaining importance under this consideration.

Moreover, since there will be large scale production, the technique will also be

eco-friendly.

1.4 Important thin film solar cell materials

Presently, through intensive research work, three semiconducting materials

have been identified for large-scale production of thin film solar cell to replace

crystalline silicon based solar cell for terrestrial applications. They are amorphous

silicon (a-Si), cadmium telluride (CdTe) and copper indium selenide (CulnSe;).

Various other materials including copper sulfide (Cu;S), copper oxide (Cu;O),

cadmium selenide (CdSe) etc., have been studied. But, ‘either due to failure to find

out low cost process or due to other disappointing results in efficiency, they are no

longer being intensely investigated. CuInS; is also a promising candidate for PV

applications.

1.4.1 Cadmium Telluride (CdTe)

Cadmium Telluride is an attractive material for solar cell applications

because of the nearly ideal direct optical band gap ~l.45 eV [7] that makes it

suitable for thin film devices. In the case of CdTe, ability to make both n-type and

p-type films is another advantage. Difficulty in preparing shallow homojunctions

combined with surface recombination losses has challenged the preparation of high

efficiency devices. Furthermore, difficulty in preparing low resistivity p-type

material has hampered the preparation of low resistance contacts.

Numerous deposition technologies have been developed to produce device

quality CdTe films in which the classical deposition process is high vacuum

evaporation. Close-spaced sublimation was employed to deposit CdTe film for the

first CdTe thin film solar cell to achieve the conversion efficiency of 10% [8]. The

present world record of 15.8% was achieved with the same technology using

substrate temperature 873 K at 40 mbar [9]. The National Renewable Energy

Laboratory [NREL] CdTe team could developed a modified CdTe device structure

and fabricated a CdS/CdTe polycrystalline thin film solar cell demonstrating

efficiency of 16.4%. [httpz//wwwgecomall.congreenshopping/newsolarhtrn].
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One of the most vexing problems associated with this p-type absorber layer

is the formation of a low resistance, stable contact. Low resistive contacts could be

fabricated by depositing ZnTe, which can be easily doped as p-type.

The major problem associated with CdTe based solar cell is the

development of more refined process to deposit device quality films.
Environmental safety and health risks associated with use of CdTe are also

problems concerned [10]. Cadmium, one of the precursors of CdTe is a highly

hazardous material. The acute health effects from inhalation of Cd include

pneumonitis, and pulmonary edema. Physical process in which Cd compounds are

used or produced in the form of fine fumes or particles cause larger hazards to

health due to higher absorption of the material through the lungs than that occur

through ingestion [ll].

1.4.2. Amorphous silicon (a:Si:H)

Hydrogenated amorphous silicon, a thin film material with properties

different from conventional crystalline silicon, offers a new perspective to the

photovoltaic technology. Films of this material could be deposited rather easily

compared to crystalline Si. Major advantage of this material is that Si and H2, two

important ingradients are abundant. a:Si possesses high optical absorption

coefficient (>105 cm") over most of the visible spectrum, making thin film devices

possible. It could be easily doped by boron and phosphorous for p-type and n-type

respectively. Again, optical band gap of the material could be varied between l.l

eV to 2 eV by alloying with germanium or carbon. Deposition employs low

temperature (<623 K) and could be scaled up to large areas. Stacked, multijunction

structures and cell interconnections could be made easily [12].

Amorphous silicon could be prepared by various techniques such as

chemical vapour deposition [ll], plasma-enhanced chemical vapour deposition

(PECVD) or glow discharge (GD) [I2] technique. Films obtained, by PEVC D,

resulted in low density of states (DOS). It was later discovered that these films

contained approximately 10 at. % hydrogen and since then they were referred to
Q
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hydrogenated amorphous silicon. Today, most laboratories use the GD technique to

prepare a-Si samples.

Amorphous silicon solar cells based on single junction achieved 12.5 %

efficiency, multijunction solar cells reached 13.7% efficiency and efficiency of

18.7% was reported for hybrid structure of a-Si:I-I/Si cell [13].

Major disadvantage with this material is the inherent degradation

mechanism, based on the creation of metastable defects during illumination,

(Staebler-Wronski effects) which reduces the efficiency of the cell [14].

1.4.3 Copper indium selenide (CuInSe,)

Copper indium selenide (CIS), one among the Cu-ternary chalcopyrite

semiconductors, is probably the most prominent candidate, for PV applications

[15]. Extraordinarily high absorption coefficient (10 5cm") of the material makes

it suitable for thin film devices. Fundamental optical transition in this material is

direct and band gap is 1.04 eV, near to the ideal value for maximum efficiency.

Direct band gap relaxes the condition for minority carrier diffiision length. CIS can

be prepared in either p-type or n-type which means both homojunction and

heterojunction structures are possible. Electron affinity and lattice parameters are

comparable with binary semiconductor such as CdS with which heterojunctions are

made. It has very high radiation resistance which makes it good for space

applications also.

In the early case, thin film CIS cells, at 6.6 % efficiency, were prepared by

Kazmerski et al., [16]. Interest in CIS for thin film solar cells increased markedly

with the results reported by researchers at Boeing, who demonstrated cells of

10.6% efficiency in 1982 [7]. The use of wider band gap heterojunction partner

such as Cd1-,,Zn,<S, ZnO etc., enhanced both the open-circuit voltage and photo

current of the device over the previous structures which simply employed CdS.

The Boeing group also recognized importance of increasing the optical band gap of

the absorber layer as the preferred method of increasing efficiency and introduced

the use of alloys. For (Cu(In;.,,Ga,,)Se;, in which Ga is substituted for In, band gap

can be varied within 1 and 1.7 eV continuously. Within this, replacing Se by S,

Cu(In,Ga)(Se,S);, band gap widens up to 2.7 eV [1]. Using Cu(In1-,,Ga,()Seg as
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absorber layer, efficiency increased up to 14.3% [17] and recently 18.8%

efficiency was achieved with Cu(In,Ga)(Se,S)2 [18]. The combination of high and

low band gap cells to build tandem cells with these materials over a wide range of

energy gap opens the way to further increase of efficiencies.

In the present work, we chose the material, CuInSe2, which is one of the

most promising candidates for photovoltaic applications. We tried to develop

device quality CuInSe; thin films using low cost and eco-friendly methods.

1.5 CuInSe; - Material for the present investigation

CIS belongs to I-III-VI chalcopyrite compounds, which are three-element

analog of extensively studied II-VI semiconductors. Recently CIS and related

alloys gained significant importance in basic and applied research especially in the

area of photovoltaics. As mentioned earlier this material has nearly ideal

parameters for maximum efficiency.

1.5.1 Basic properties

Stable crystal structure of CIS is a subset of the adamantine class and is

named after the mineral chalcopyrite, CuFeS;;. Characteristics of the adamantine

structure is a tetragonal arrangement of atoms in which each atom has four nearest

neighbours. In general, various compound crystal structures are derived from the

basic diamond close-packed structure. It has a sub-lattice of anion in cubic close

packing as in zinc blend (sphalerite) structure or in hexagonal close packed type as

in the Wurtzite structure. In chalcopyrite compounds ('y~phase), a slight shift of the

anion sites results in the tetragonal symmetry with c-axis nearly twice the original

axis (zinc blend structure). CIS crystallizes in this form (fig. 1.3) at room

temperature and reverts to the sphalerite structure (6-phase) above 1073 K [19].

ln general for a three component system, there is only a limited information

on phase stability. Figure 1.4 shows the pseudo-binary phase diagram for CIS

systems reported by Moller [3]. In the figure, the two-dimensional phase diagram

is along Cu;Se-ln;Se3 tie line.
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Interest in CIS and related compounds is mainly due to the extremely high

absorption coefficient and low band gap, as mentioned earlier. For thin films, band

gap is slightly higher than that of crystalline material due to extremely high

absorption, compositional variation and grain size effects depending on the method

of preparation.
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Figure 1.3: Chalcopyrite structure of CuInSe;
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In I-III-VI compounds, off-stoichiometry is more complex than in the II-VI

materials. In the latter, off-stoichiometry means "simultaneous atomic and valance

effect. In general, this deviation is limited within a fraction of atomic percent.

According to Neumann [20] for the nearly stoichiometric compound

Cu,lnbSe,, (azl, bzl and c==2), deviation of its actual composition from the ideal

formula CuInSe2 can be described by two parameters, viz., the deviation from

molecularity (Am) and the deviation from stoichiometry (As). These are defined as,


0

Am=§£—1 (10)
In

As = ---Le] .-1 ('11)
[Cu] + 3[In]_

where [Cu], [In] and [Se] are total concentrations of Cu, In and Se atoms

respectively. This kind of approach on the basis of defect chemistry model was

proposed by other researchers [21].

A distinguishing feature ofthis type of materials is that both n and p-type

can be prepared. This is achieved by adjusting Am and As during preparation [22].

Am >0 means Cu-rich films and Am <0 denotes In-rich films. As>O indicates there

is an excess selenium and As<0 indicates deficiency in selenium. Hence analysis of

these parameters reveals that if Am >0 and As>0, the films are p-type and if As<0

films are n-type.

1.5.2 Review of studies on CIS thin film and related compounds

Being a leading candidate in the area of thin film photovolatics, many

interesting studies have been reported for the last a few decades in CuInSe2. New

methods were developed for deposition of thin film CIS. Structural, electrical,

optical and other related studies were carried out using novel techniques by various

research group all over the world.

Interest in CuInSe; dates back to the work of Wagner et al [23] who

demonstrated a 12% conversion efficiency using single crystals. Extremely high

absorption coefficient of the material makes thin film photovoltaic devices

practical, although a band gap of 1.04 eV is usually considered too low for
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optimum conversion efficiency of the solar cell. Kazmerski et al., [16] prepared

CIS films by a method of simultaneous evaporation of three sources. After this

achievement, advanced studies were going on to analyse the material properties

with the intention of modifying the material parameters to increase the efficiency

of the device. Subsequently many methods were being developed to prepare CIS

films and analyses were also in progress.

In I979, Fray et al prepared p-type chalcopyrite CuInSe; by vacuum

evaporation and discussed their electrical and optical properties [24]. Immediately
0

after, Bates et al. reported method of spray pyrolysis of solution containing InCl3,

CuCl and N,N —dimethylselenourea. Optimum conditions were suggested from

thermodynamical calculations using free energy minimization computer program

applied to the existence of CuInSe; which favoured the existence of Cu;Se with

increase in copper concentration [25]. Cammy et al., showed the kinetic effects in

CIS formation in the same method using the solution containing similar ingredients

[26]. They observed that formation of Cu;.,Se was favoured by reducing copper

concentration and substrate temperature in contradiction with Bates’ report.

During next few years research gained much momentum in the

development of this material for device application. Szot et al [27] prepared

chalcopyrite CIS films having a band gap of 1.02 eV, by co-evaporation of the

elements (Cu. In and Se) using an electron beam heating technique. In 1986,

lsomura et al reported preparation of both p~type and n-type CIS thin films using

d.c sputtering and vacuum evaporation from. bulk material [28]. Gary et al.,

discussed electrodeposition of Cu-In-Se systems and Cu-In alloy followed by

annealing in Se-atmosphere to obtain CIS films [29]. Morphological,
compositional and photo-electrochemical behaviour of these layers were also

included.

Large grain and near stoichiometric films were prepared by selenisation of

vacuum evaporated or electrodeposited Cu-In precursor in I-I2Se atmosphere. as

reported by C hu et al., [30]. Neelkanth et al. [31] deposited chalcopyrite p-type

films of CIS by vacuum evaporation of the constituent elements by the ‘three

temperature’ method. Electrical transport properties of co-evaporated films were
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studied by Garacia-Cuenca et al. The films were p-type and the conductivity

activation energy ranged from 0.03 to 0.5 eV in the range 300-400 K. Grain

boundary trapping models were considered in the analysis of the results [32]. In the

same year, Kristensen et al. prepared stoichiometric CIS films and analysed by

microprobe, X-ray, scanning and transmission ‘microscopy [33]. They tested

photoactivity of the films in photoelectrochemical cells (PEC) with configuration

Mo/n-CIS/I', 13'/C which gave photocurrents up to 10 mA cm'2 and photovoltage of

200 mV under illumination intensity of 85 mWcm‘2.

In l990’s much developments were reported in the preparation and analysis

of the material. Structural, electrical and optical properties of n-type CIS films

having band gap l eV produced by rf sputtering from a stoichiometric target in an

Ar/O; atmosphere were reported by Toshiyuki Yamaguchi et al. [34]. They found

that growth rate decreased with increasing O; content and SeO;, CuO and ln;O3

coexist together on the surface. At the same time, a novel single step

electrodeposition process was described by Garg et al., [35]. Thin polycrystalline

films were obtained by Khare et al using. this method [36]. Films were having

preferred orientation (l 12)U (chalcopyrite) and (ll 1); sphalerite with some binary

phases.

Chemical process, well suited for large area deposition, gained much pace

in the next few years. Brown et al. performed detailed examination of the

morphology of CIS films prepared using chemical spray pyrolysis [37]. Guillen et

al prepared Se rich chalcopyrite CIS films having Eg 0.99 eV, by cathodic

electrodeposition from aqueous citric acid plating baths [38]. Same group reported

detailed analysis on optical properties of these films in the wavelength range 400

200 nm [39]. As-deposited CIS film was found to posses an allowed direct

transition with Ega=0.96 eV and forbidden direct transition with E8; = 1.38 cV.

Heat-treated films at 673 K showed Ega = 1.00 eV, but no forbidden transition was

observed.

Tembhurkar et al. observed similar types of transitions for the films

deposited by spray pyrolysis using aqueous solution of CuCl, In;>Cl3 and selenourea

on substrates at temperature 623 K. Two dominant intrinsic acceptor like levels,
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selenium interstitial at 70 meV and copper vacancies at 30 meV were obtained

from conductivity measurements, for p-type films [40].

Kumar et al prepared CIS films by rapid thermal annealing stacked (Cu

In)/Se layers consisting of electro deposited Cu-In and evaporated Se [41]. Rapid

thermal annealing at 623 K yielded a strongly oriented chalcopyrite phase.

Padam et al deposited CIS films using chemical bath deposition (CBD) [42]

and described the influence of vacuum/air annealing and Cu:In ratio on defects

produced in these films. They found that on annealing in air, VG, increases leading

to increase in p-type nature and also, phases like Cu;Se, SeO; and ln;O3 were

formed. Two years later, Vidyadharan et al, reported their preliminary results on

preparation of p-type Cu rich films using CBD, at room temperature [43].

Photoelectrical properties of solution grown films were analysed by

Manohar Lal et al. using steady state and transient photoconductivity

measurements taken as a function of temperature. They suggested a bimolecular

recombination mechanism in CulnSe2, from the results of variation of photocurrent

with increase in light intensity which obeyed power law [44].

Other advanced techniques for the growth and analysis of CIS films were

developed along with conventional techniques. Mikihiko Nishitani et al.,

developed Molecular Beam Epitaxy to prepare CIS films by co-evaporation of the

elements. They showed that at substrate temperature 773 K there was a critical In

flux intensity for the fabrication of stoichiometric CIS films [45]. Shigemi et al

[46] employed UV photoelectron spectroscopy to study electron acceptor levels at

surfaces of chalcopyrite structure CIS films prepared by MBE. Surface Fermi level

pinning was observed for Cu-rich films and shallow acceptor levels ascribable to

Cum and VQ, were observed for near stoichiometric and In-rich films.

Photoluminescence (PL) studies of CIS films of Cu/In ratio ranging from

0.8l to 1.81 grown using MBE were reported by Shigeru et al. [47]. PL properties

were found to be sensitive to the growth parameters such as Cu/In ratio or substrate

temperature. This kind of studies were reported by Tanda et al for CIS films by

selenising Cu/In stack layers with solid-or vapour-phase selenium [48]. Further, the
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origin of PL peaks and its behaviour were studied through the dependence of PL

spectra on the temperature and excitation intensity [49].

In the same year, with the intention of preparing high mobility p-type CIS

films, Ashida et al. successfully introduced ‘quasi-flash-evaporation method’

without poisonous gases such as Se vapour or H;;Se. They used two methods; one

was sequential evaporation of first Cu;Se and then In;Se3 and subsequent

annealing; second was evaporation of powdered mixture of Cu;Se and In2Se3 and

annealing [50].
1

0

Many groups started to develop different sputtering methods to deposit

precursor for CuInSe; films due to high uniformity offered by the process. Parretta

et al reported CIS film preparation by selenization of sputtered metal precursors

and the surface morphology, phase composition and adhesion at Mo/glass substrate

were correlated to the structure of the precursors [51].

Chalcopyrite CIS films having direct band gap in the range, 0.96-1.01 eV

and with strong (112) orientation was produced using selenisation of co-sputtered

Cu-In films with selenium vapour [52]. In this paper Schmidt et al found that Cu

rich films were p-type and In-rich films were n-type. Also, they reported a

thermally activated conductivity for higher temperature and the variable range

hopping mechanism in the lower temperature range.

Masaharu Terauchi et al. prepared CIS films by selenization of rf

magnetron sputtered and laser ablated Cu-In-O precursor in I-l;»Se atmosphere. C IS

films obtained by selenizing former precursor resulted in chalcopyrite single phase

films while the later contained ln;O3 phase [53].

Menna et al prepared CIS film in a two-stage process: by sputtering Cu. ln

layers followed by selenization by vacuum evaporation. Films were analysed by

EDX and XRD. The chalcopyrite ordered vaccancy compound, CuIn3Se5 (OVC)

was formed as secondary phase [54].

Microstructural studies on CulnSo; thin films produced by rapid annealing

of elemental layers of Cu, ln, and Se was done using scanning tunneling
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microscopy, in constant current mode, by Riedl et al. [55]. The polarity of the

current is a measure of the conductivity type and the observation of leakage

currents at small bias voltages allows the identification of gap states around the

Fermi level. Intra- and inter-granular non-uniformities of the conduction type are

observed.

Local structure of CIS thin films was studied by Yuji Kuwahara et al. [56]

using extended X-ray absorption (EXAFS) on the CuK and SeK edges employing

synchrotron radiation. They found that as Cu increased, Cu-Se and In-Se bond

length deviated from that of stoichiometric crystal, which was attributed to the

chemical disorder of the cation sites and the formation of anion vacancies in the

chalcopyrite lattice.

Effect of etching on the surface morphology and grain boundary parameters

of Cu-rich CIS films prepared using three source evaporation was discussed by Pal

et al., [57].

ln 1995, Adurodija et al reported solid-liquid reaction mechanism involved

in the formation of CIS films by annealing stacked elemental layers (S EL)

technique. Reaction chemistry was analysed after annealing Cu-In-Se stacked layer

and Cu-Se, In-Se and Cu-In layers at different temperatures using XRD, EDX and

SEM. Studies of the time progressive reaction at 723 K showed that chalcopyrite

CuInSe; films were formed after a reaction time of 60 s [58]. Similar studies on

reaction chemistry and growth dynamics of CuInSe; film grown by physical

vapour deposition was carried out along the reaction path leading from the

CuxSe:CuInSe2 (two-phase region to single-phase CuInSe;) by Tuttle et al. [59].

Nishitani et al demonstrated a distinct study of In-situ composition

monitoring method of Cu/In ratio in the bilayer deposition process of CIS film. The

principle of this method was based on the idea that the hole concentration changed

abruptly at the stoichiometric composition while the film composition gradually

changed from Cu-rich to In-rich through stoichiometry during the deposition

process [60].
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In the same year, Sebastian et al., reported the formation of CIS films

combining two low cost and large area techniques viz. electroless process for Cu] ,

In9 alloy and followed by selenisation at 673K employing CVTG [61]. Guillen et

al. used same technique to co-deposit Cu, In and Se thin films to prepare CulnSe;

in one-step. Heat treatment at 673 K in flowing argon, removed the excess Se and

the subsequent KCN treatment eliminated Cu2Se phase [62].

Linear and nonlinear optical properties of tetragonal CIS thin films grown

epitaxially on GaAs (001) was studied by Bottomley et al. as a function of

temperature [63]. ' 
A sequential deposition process for CIS leading to highly efficient device

was described by Zweigart et al.[64]. First InSe,, precursors were deposited either

by co-evaporation of In and Se or by evaporation of In;Se3. In subsequent step. Cu

and Se were added in order to fomi CuInSe;. A model for Cu rich and Cu-poor

growth was introduced in the report.

Selenisation of different types of precursors became the main technique for

the subsequent years. Basol et al. reported growth of CIS film by selenizing

evaporated Cu-In alloy precursors in I-I;Se atmosphere at 673 K [65].

Recently, Schon et al. prepared CIS films by selenising electron bcam

evaporated Cu/In layers in H;Se/Ar atmosphere. They found that In-rich films were

of small grain size and Cu-rich films were possessed by larger grains [66].

Nakada et al developed an apparatus for a sequential sputtering/selenisation

technique to minimize the metal target contamination, for the growth of CuInSe2.

[67]. The apparatus consists rotating drum holding substrates and three

horizontally interconnected fibers for Cu, In and Se fluxes. I-Iere a very thin C ti/ln

layer deposited was selenized at each rotation and polycrystalline CIS films were

fonned after repeating this process.

Due to the simplicity and suitability for large area deposition, solution

grown techniques were in rapid progress‘. Stratieva et al. studied the structural and

electrical properties of electrodeposited CuInSe; layers from a thiocyanate

electrolyte with a complexing agent [68]. They obtained Cu-rich films and
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annealing in Ar ambient improved the crystallinity. The band gap was 1 eV for 823

K annealed films.

CIS films were prepared by one-step electro-deposition process from an

electrolyte containing Cu+, In“ and Se“ ions and thiocynate as complexing agent

[69]. Morphological and structural studies revealed that amiealing in Se ambient

was more effective than annealing in Ar.

Nomura et al., deposited CuInSe; films-by Pulse~plated electrodeposition

process from an aqueous solution of CuCl;;, InCl3 and SeO;. The optimum

annealing conditions were discussed using XRD and Ra_man Spectra [70].

Manjunath et al. prepared CIS films by electroless method from aqueous

solutions of copper chloride, indium chloride, selenous acid and lithium chloride,

at a pl-I of 2.2 [71]. The films were In-rich at the surface and Cu-rich in the bulk

which was attributed to a possible Cu diffusion towards the substrate.

Recently, a novel method of ionized cluster beam deposition was developed

by Kenichi et al. [72]. From the effect of nozzle diameter, it was found that the

energy of Cu clusters played a very important role in the crystal growth of CIS.

Another new technique of Metal organic chemical vapour deposition was

reported by Artaud et al, using hexaflouroacetylacetonato copper (Cu(hfa);) as Cu

precursor [73]. Band gap obtained was 1 eV. Cu-rich films were composed of

Cu2-xSe and on In-rich side CuIn3Se5 phase was appearing. This kind of

observation was also reported by Calixto et al in the case of electrodeposited films

[74]. A thin layer of Culn3Se5 is advantageous for the device performance as this

n-layer forms a ‘pseudo-homojunction’with p-CIS layer.

Sung Chan Park et al. [75] prepared CuInSe; films by sequentially

evaporating In2Se3 and Cu2Se at room temperature and subsequent annealing in Se

atmosphere. C uIn3Se5 layer was formed at the surface by co-evaporating of In3Se3

and Se at 823 K.

Guenoun et al. reported [76] an improvement in closed-vapour transport

method to deposit CIS films in a closed ‘vertical tube. High optical-quality
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polycrystalline and epitaxial Cu1nSe2 thin films were grown by a simultaneous

feeding or altemative-feeding physical vapour deposition method, by Chichibu et

al., [77].

For the last two years, there are many reports on various types of studies on

this material using advanced techniques. Optical and electrical properties of flash

evaporated amorphous Cu1nSe; films were presented by Sakata et al. [78]. They

obtained direct band gap energy of 1.21 -1.41 eV.. 0 

Kenji et al., carried out Peizoelectric photoacoustic (PPA) measurements in

samples grown on GaAs (001) using MBE, to investigate non-radiative carrier

recombination in processes in comparison with PL measurements [79]. Three PPA

signal peaks obtained were corresponding to band gap energies of the CIS and the

GaAs substrate. They obtained two peaks due to intrinsic defects which are Cu

vacancy (Vcu) and interstitial 1n (lni) in In-rich sample.

Raman spectra of spray pyrolysed polycrystalline films CIS were

investigated by Shirakata et al. They observed I"; Raman peak at 174 cm']in Cu

rich and stoichiomctric films, and a peak at 182 cm" in In-rich films [80].

Polarized Raman spectra were measured at room temperature from the

(001)- and (1 l2)- oriented CIS heteroepitaxial layers grown on (001)- and (1 l 1)

oriented Si substrates by Vorlicek. [81]. The analysis of the results proved the

expected orientation and good crystalline quality of the (001) layers. No special

orientation was identified along (112) plane.

One of the major problems associated with Cu1nSe; film was reduced V0,,

due to low band gap of the material. It was found that the band gap of the material

could be increased to the optimum value of 1.5" eV by substituting Ga into some of

In sites, resulting the quarternary material - CuInxGa1-,Se; [82]. This could also

reduce the built-in-back surface field due to bandgap tailoring. Masse et al

deposited CulnSe;, Cu(ln,Ga)Se; and Cu1n(Se,S); films on SnO; using a close

spaced vapour transport in closed tube with iodine. They observed strong (100) or

(001) preferred orientation [83].
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There are many other reports on the growth and characterization of these

quatemary alloys. A novel process consistinglof two-selenization of magnetron

sputtered metallic precursors using Se vapor and a method for Ga incorporation

using a single Cu-Ga alloy target for the growth of CuInxGai-xSe; films was

developed by Neelkanth et al. [84].

Friedfeld et al reported the electrodeposition of Culn,<Gai-xSe; thin films

with various Ga/In ratios [85]. Process was the deposition of Cu-Ga precursor tilm

onto a molybdenum substrate, followed by the deposition of Cu-In-Se thin film and

subsequent annealing.

Graded band gap CuInGaSe; thin films were prepared using a three-stage

process. In the first stage, In, Ga and Se were co-evaporated at TS ~ 533 K to form

the (ln,Ga);Se; precursor and then Cu-Se at 823 K followed by codeposition of ln,

Ga and Se [86].

Further increase in band gap and thus leading to improved efficiency of C IS

based device was reported by many authors due to substitution of Se by S leading

to the formation of CuIn(S,,Se1-,<); or Culn,rGa1.(S,,Se1.,<);. Walter et al. developed a

sequential process for the fabrication of polycrystalline CuIn,(Ga1-,(S,Se,;,(); thin

films using (In,Ga)x(S,Se) precursors [87].

1.5.3 Review on Culnsez based solar cells

Most of the solar cells based on CIS is CdS/CIS heterojunction in which

CIS is the absorber layer (p-type) and CdS (n-type) is the widow layer. This is

because, CdS has very good lattice match with CuInSe2. The extra ordinarily high

absorption coefficient of the material makes thin film devices practical, although

band gap of 1.04 eV is usually considered too low for optimum conversion

efficiency of the solar cell. Kazmerski et al., [16]. prepared thin film solar cell with

6.6 % efficiency, as cited earlier. After that lot of modifications were developed by

several research groups in order to improve the material parameters as well as the

device structure, to increase the efficiency of the cell and large area production. As

a result a record efficiency of 18.8 % was achieved for Cu(In,Ga)Se; based solar

cells. This is the highest efficiency reported among all other cells [20], already
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mentioned sec. 1.4.3. This was reported by Contreras et al., from National

Renewable Energy Laboratory (NREL), USA. Some of the reported devices based

on CIS and related alloys are listed in the tablel .1.

Preparation methods used for the absorber layers, window layer and

electrodes are also specified in the table. Efficiency and other cell parameters are

separately illustrated.

1.6 Low cost-hybrid deposition processes opted in the present work

A wide variety of experimental techniques have been developed over the

last fifty years for the deposition of thin films, specifically for solar cell

applications [88].

Any thin film deposition process involves the following three steps:

i. creation of atomic/molecular/ionic species,

ii. transport of these species through a medium and

iii. condensation of these species on a substrate

Depending on the way in which these species are created, we can broadly

classify the deposition techniques as Phys-ical methods and Chemical methods [89].

In Physical methods, material to be deposited is first transferred to gaseous

state and then condenses to thin films. This method can be classified as vacuum

evaporation and sputtering.

In chemical methods film deposition takes place either by gas phase or

liquid phase chemical processes. This method can be again classified as electroless

or solution growth, electrochemical deposition and chemical vapour deposition

(CVD).

Details of these techniques and the properties of films prepared using each

technique are described in detail in literature [90].
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When one is dealing with deposition of thin films for solar cell fabrication,

it is essential to use techniques that are simple, low cost and capable of controlled

deposition to produce large area films with well defined properties. All the

techniques have their own advantages and limitations. When solar cell application

is considered one has to use a single or combination of techniques. In the present

work, we used combination of chemical bath deposition and vacuum evaporation

so that the whole process is low cost and eco-friendly for large area fabrication.

These two techniques are described briefly _below.

1.6.1 Chemical Bath Deposition (CBD)

CBD is solution growth process used for depositing compound thin films

and is rarely used for deposition of elemental semiconductor. In the present work,

we could deposit thin films of elemental selenium [109] CBD is a technique in

which thin semiconductor films are deposited on substrates immersed in solutions

containing ions of the required compound semiconductor [I10]. There are many

reports from different research groups, regarding the preparation of large number

of compound thin films such as PbS [lll], PbSe [I12], Sb;;S3, CdS, CdSe, Cu,S

[l 13, Cu;-,Se [1 l4] used for different applications.

For the last ten years, Thin Film Photovoltaic Division, Cochin University

of Science and Technology has been investigating preparation of semiconducting

thin films such as CulnSe;, CulnS;, Cu,,S, CdS, CdSe Cu;-,Se and Cu3Se2 for solar

cell applications. The first ALL CBD solar cell based on CIS, i.e CIS/CdS cell was

fabricated in this laboratory, though the efficiency was low [l07]. In this case, both

CulnSe; and C dS films were prepared using CBD.

In the present work, initially this technique was used to deposit Cu2.xSe as

precursor to prepare CuInSe1. Also, CBD technique was used to deposit selenium

thin film and later we could develop a novel selenisation process for preparing C IS

using this selenium thin film.

1.6.1.1 Principle of CBD

In CBD process, precipitation of solid phase occurs due to the super

saturation in the reaction bath. At a given temperature, when the ionic product
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exceeds the solubility product, precipitation occurs and otherwise, the solid phase

produced will dissolve back to the solution resulting no net precipitation. In a

typical CBD process, substrates are immersed in a solution containing the cations

and the anions and controlled precipitation leads to the formation of thin film.

1.6.1.2 Process of thin film deposition

There are two possibilities for thin film deposition in CBD. First is the

“ion-ion process” in which the ions condense on the substrate surface to fonn the

film (heterogeneous precipitation). The second is the “cluster by cluster” process in

which colloidal particles of the compound that are formed in the solution gets

adsorbed at the substrate surface to fomi thin layers (homogeneous precipitation I.

1.6.1.3 Factors influencing the deposition process

Parameters on which this process depends are nature of the complexing

agent and reactants, temperature, pH value, concentration of ions, the nature of the

substrate and duration of reaction.

i. Nature of the reactants

Nature of the reactants may affect the composition of the products. Rate of

deposition and thickness of the sample depends on the ionic concentration.

Increase in concentration of complexing agent will reduce the release of metal

ions. As a result the rate of reaction decreases which will increase the terminal

thickness of the film.

ii. Temperature and pH of the reaction bath

As temperature of the bath increases, the rate of reaction increases which

increases terminal thickness of the film. The pH of the solution influences the

solubility product of the metal ions or chalcogenide ions, which may effect the

condition of precipitation.

iii. Nature of substrates and duration of reaction

Crystallinity of the films depends on the duration of reaction. Generally the

growth of good crystalline quality film proceeds at a slow rate.

The reaction kinetics and adhesion of the films depends on nature of the

substrate. Hence surface of the substrate should be perfectly cleaned. Higher

deposition rates and terminal thickness are observed if the substrates used have

same lattice parameters as that of the material to be deposited [I12].
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1.6.1.4 Advantages and Disadvantages

a. Advantages

CBD technique is probably the simplest and cost-effective of all the

deposition techniques. The arrangement is. very simple: a beaker containing glass

substrates dipped in it. It should also be noted that the process is carried out in

atmospheric pressure and relatively low temperature. High purity chemicals are not

essential in this process. All these facts make the process low cost. Also, the

incorporation of impurity from the reaction bath to the films deposited on

substrates is less probable. If the precipitate remained in the reaction is recovered

to use as precursor for other techniques or as staring chemical for new deposition

process, then there is minimum environmental hazards. Also, this reduces material

wastage to minimum.

b. Disadvantages

It is difficult to dope the semiconductor with external dopants using CBD.

If temary or multinary films are deposited using this method, then it is not easy to

control the stoichiometry of the films formed. Choice of substrates is restricted as it

should not react with solutions in the bath. Also, in the case of multilayer

deposition during solar cell fabrication, the possibility of reaction of the initially

deposited layer should be carefully considered.

1.6.2 Vacuum Evaporation

Deposition of thin films using vacuum evaporation is simple, convenient

and is the most widely used technique. Here, sufficient amount of heat is given to

the evaporant in vacuum (usually of the order of l0'6 mbar) to have vapour

pressure necessary for evaporation. Evaporated material is allowed to condense on

a substrate kept at suitable temperature and convenient distance from the

evaporant. Generally, the techniques employed to supply heat of evaporation for

the material are resistive heating, flash evaporation, electron beam evaporation and

laser evaporation.

In the present work, we adopted resistive heating method. In this method,

the evaporant material is taken in a source, which is resistively heated so that the

material gets evaporated and are transported through vacuum to condense on
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substrate. Source materials should have negligible vapour pressure at the

vapourisation temperature of the material and it should not react with the

evaporant. Shape of the source should be such that it should be possible to hold the

material in the available form like, wire, foil or powder. The material used for

making sources is refractory material such as W, Mo, Ta etc., and source can be in

the form of foils or filaments.

This technique is mainly used for the preparation of metallic layers such as

Cu, In and Al during material deposition and electrode coating in the present
studies.

1.7 Characterization techniques

In order to prepare device quality film, the optimization of preparation

conditions is the main task. This is to be done on the basis of suitable

morphological, structural, compositional, optical and electrical properties of the

films obtained in each condition. Characterization of the films is a primary

requirement to optimize for good quality films. In the following sections, the

techniques used in the present investigation are described briefly.

1.7. 1 Morphology

Microstructure and thickness have a significant influence on the properties

of the films. In the case of solar cells, the absorber layer should have large grain

size and approximately 2 um thickness.

1.7.1.1 Measurement of thickness

Film thickness may be measured either 'by in-situ monitoring of the rate of

deposition or after the film is taken out from the deposition bath or chamber. In the

present investigation different methods were used for thickness measurement

depending on method of film preparation.

Gravimetric method was used to estimate thickness of films prepared using

CBD. In this method a cleaned substrate was weighed using a microbalance and

then film of required thickness (single dip or multiple dip) was deposited on it.

After deposition the substrates were weighed, from which weight of the film was
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found out. Knowing the dimensions of the film, and assuming bulk density, the

film thickness was estimated.

In-situ measurement of thickness for samples deposited by vacuum

evaporation was done using a quartz crystal thickness monitor (model CTM200).

Here, quartz crystal was also exposed for deposition along with the substrates

during vacuum evaporation. As a result, frequency of oscillation of the crystal

changes. Then, the in-situ value of thickness of the deposited material is

automatically displayed by the unit if the density of the material is already fed into

the unit.

In some cases thickness was measured using Stylus method. This method

involves physically traversing the surface (film+substrate) with a fine stylus

suspended from an electro-magnetically sensitive spring. At the region of the film,

the stylus moves in the upward direction. Vertical movement of the stylus (needle

like diamond probe) is amplified electronically and recorded on paper by a spark

pen. The machine used here is SURFCOM 1400A (ACCRETECH (Tokyo

Seimitsu C0., LTD.))

1.7.1.2 Surface morphology

Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM) is the most widely used instrument

for obtaining microstructural and surface features of thin films. A finely focused

electron beam is scattered over the surface of the specimen and the secondary

electrons generated from the specimens are used for Z-modulation in a

corresponding raster on an oscilloscope or TV screen. In order to avoid charging

problems, a thin layer of gold is deposited on the specimen without altering the

surface features. The secondary electron mode is generally preferred for

topographical feature determination since these electrons generate only from about

l0 A or less from the film surface and hence the picture obtained is a faith full

reproduction of the surface features. The magnification can be varied up to 105.

From the micrograph, infonnation about columnar structure, gain size and film

thickness etc., are obtained.
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In the present investigation, a JEOL scanning electron microscope was

employed for studying the surface morphology of the films. Morphological

changes of the films due to post deposition treatments were clearly studied using

SEM.

1.7.2 Structural Characterisation

Electrical and optical properties of a material are influenced by the

crystallographic nature of the films. In the present work, crystallographic studies

are carried out using X-ray diffractometer (XRD). Transmission spectroscopy

(TEM), Laser Raman Spectroscopy are other techniques generally used forstructural studies. 
1.7.2.1 XRD

XRD is one of the most useful methods for exploring the nature of material.

XRD is used to detennine the phase content in many minerals and materials. As a

result, it is used by researchers in a wide range of disciplines. It requires no

elaborate sample preparation and is essentially non-destructive. Generally, it gives

a whole range of information about the crystal structure, orientation, crystallite

size, composition (with the help of standards), defects and stresses in thin films.

Experimentally obtained diffraction pattem of the sample is compared with Joint

Council Powder Diffraction (JCPDS) data forustandards. This gives information of

different crystallographic phases, the relative abundance and preferred orientations.

From the width of the diffraction peak, average grain size in the film can also be

estimated.

Interplanar spacing d was calculated from the X-ray diffraction profiles

using the formula,

2dSin8 = n K. ............. .. (12)

where 9 is the Bragg angle and n is the order of the spectrum, 7t is the wavelength

of X-rays. Using the d- values the set of lattice planes (hkl) were identified from

the standard data and the lattice parameters are calculated using the following

relations.

For the tetragonal systems

1 @2+k’ 1
dz‘ = aiz  . . . . . . . . . . . ...
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and for hexagonal systems,' 2 2

-3-=50‘ +hk+k)+ la ......... ..(14)dz 3 a2 cl
where a and c are lattice parameters. The grain size (L) was evaluated using

Scherrer’s formula,

L=fi%7“-5 ................ .. (15)OS

Where k is a constant ~ 1 and B, the width usually measured in radians at an

intensity equal to the intensity of half the maximum intensity of the peak.
4

In this work, we used XRD to identify different phases of films formed at

various preparation conditions. XRD measurements were taken using CuKot;

(7t=l.5405 A) radiation and a Ni filter operated at 30 kV and 20 mA (Rigaku

(D.Max.C) X-ray diffractometer).

1.7.3 Compositional analysis

Chemical composition analysis of thin films cannot be done using standard

chemical methods, as the quantity of material is very low. Hence we have to use

sophisticated analytical techniques for the chemical analysis of thin films.

Analytical techniques that are generally used for chemical analysis of thin

films are lnductively Coupled Plasma (ICP), X~ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy

(XPS) and Secondary Ion Mass Spectroscopy (SIMS), Rutherford Back Scattering

(RBS), Proton Induced X-ray Emission Technique (PIXE) and Energy Dispersive

X-ray Analysis (EDX). In the following sections we describe ICP, XPS and SIMS.

which were used in the present studies.

1.7.3.1 ICP

lnductively coupled plasma atomic emission is a technique for elemental

analysis which utilizes plasma as the atomization and excitation source. Plasma is

an electrically neutral, highly ionized gas that consists of ions, electrons and atoms.

The energy that maintains an analytical plasma is derived from electric or magnetic

field. The sample to be analysed is usually first dissolved in a suitable solvent and

then mixed with water before being fed intoplasma. Atoms in the plasma emit
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light with characteristic wavelength for each element. This light is recorded by one

or more optical spectrometers. Intensity of lines will be a measure of the quantity

of the elements present in the sample. For quantitative analysis, intensity of light

emitted from a standard sample is recorded and is compared with that of the

sample to be analysed.

In the present work, this technique was used_ for the elemental analysis of

films prepared using CBD and for comparison of stoichiometry of films prepared

in different conditions.

1.7.4.2 XPS analysis

When a molecule or atom is bombarded with high energy X-rays, emission

of inner core electrons from the sample atom takes place. Kinetic energy of the

photoelectron (Ek) is then measured using an energy analyzer. Binding energy (Eb)

of core electron relative to Fermi level can be computed from the relation

Eb=hv—E,-(p (16)
where hv is the energy of the exciting photon, ¢1 is the work function. The energy

of the ejected electrons is thus the characteristics of the atoms involved and their

chemical environment. The binding energy of the core electrons are affected by the

valance electrons and therefore by the chemical environment of the atom. When

atomic environment of an atom changes, it alters the local charge surrounding the

atom. This charge, in tum, reflects itself as a variation in the binding energy of all

the electrons of the atom. Thus not only the valance electrons but also the binding

energy of the core electrons experiences a characteristic shift. Hence the shift in the

binding energy can give important information regarding the valence

states/compound formation of the atom in the sample and one can use this

technique to find out whether an element present in a sample is in pure or in

compound form [I15]. XPS technique is generally a surface analysis technique.

However, with facility for physically etching using sputtering technique, depth

profile is also achieved.

In the present study, XPS spectra were recorded using an ULVAC-PHI unit

(model:ESCA-5600CIM) employing Argon ion sputtering (Voltage = 3 kV, Raster

size=3><3 mmz, pressure 10's mbar). Depthwise elemental presence and
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compositional analysis was done using the spectra, for all the samples prepared

using CBD and vacuum evaporation. I

1.7.3.2 SIMS

Bombardment of a sample surface with aprimary ion beam followed by

mass spectrometry of the emitted secondary ions constitutes secondary ion mass

spectrometry (SIMS). This technique uses the principle of ion sputtering to detect

elements on sample surfaces or to create in-depth profiles from 20 to 2000 nm

below the sample surface. In fact, quantitative depth profiling with high detection

sensitivity and depth resolution is the most "powerful capability of SIMS.

Sputtering of secondary ions happens when energetic particles bombard on a

sample surface. This makes this method of analysis destructive because the sample

is actually eroded, or etched.

When the primary ion strikes the sample there is a momentum transfer to

the target atom. This occurs because the primary ion penetrates the sample surface,

travels into it for some distance, and then collides with the target atom. Collisions

repeat until the energy transfer is insufficient to displace any more target atoms.

Some of the primary ions get embedded into the surface while others are ejected

along with secondary ions. The ionised debris will then be transferred to the mass

spectrometer for analysis. Depth profiling using SIMS is an important technique

that is useful to determine concentration of an element in a material as a function

of depth.

We used this technique for the elemental analysis as a function of depth.

1.7.4 Optical characterization

Optical measurements constitute an important means of determining the

band structures of semiconductors. Photon induced electronic transition can occur

between different bands which lead to the evaluation of energy band gap.

Band gap of thin film sample is determined from the absorption spectrum.

Near the absorption edge the absorption coefficient or can be expressed as [116]

o:=A(hv-E8)’ _ (17)
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where A is constant, hv is the photon energy, Eg is the band gap and 7 is a constant

which determines nature of the transition. A plot of (<1 hv)% as a function of

hv gives a straight line with an intercept on the hv axis equal to the band gap of the

material. In one electron approximation, y=l/2 and 3/2 for allowed direct transition

and forbidden direct transition respectively. Value of y for indirect allowed

transitions where phonons are involved is two and for forbidden indirect transition

it is three.

4 

In this work, investigations on optical properties are confined to the

wavelength dependence of optical absorbance and transmittance of the films. Band

gap of the films is the main parameter evaluated from the spectrum recorded using

UV-VIS-NIR Spectrophotometer (Hitachi U_-3410 model).

1.7-5 Electrical properties

Knowledge of electrical properties of semiconductor materials is necessary

for understanding the factors affecting the performance of solar cells. Lifetime and

mobility of the minority carriers have been identified as the main electrical

parameters of the material controlling the performance of solar cells. In the present

investigation, electrical characterization was done by electrical conductivity

measurements under dark and illumination conditions, and hall measurements.

1.7.5.1 Electrical conductivity

For the development of device quality films, it is necessary to investigate

electrical conductivity under dark and illumination. Also, in thin films, impurities,

grain boundaries and interfaces influence the electrical properties. These effects

can be understood by analyzing the temperature dependence of both dark and

photoconduetivity.

In the present work, dependence of conductivity on temperature was

measured in the range 50-300 K. Current and voltage were measured using a

source measure unit (SMU) (Model:Keith1y 236) interfaced by GPIB card and ICS

software. Low temperature was achieved using liquid helium cryostat having

autotuning temperature controller (Lakeshore 321 model). Further details of

measurements are given in following chapters.
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1.7.5.2 Hall measurement

Conductivity type, mobility and density of charge carriers of samples were

investigated using Hall measurement set up. These parameters was evaluated using

Vader Pauw method by four probe measurement technique [1 17]. In this case

measurement of current and voltage are illustrated in fig. 1.5.

In this method, conductivity of the symmetric thin film samples is given by,

_ 3 d(RA +Ra)
P-‘n2 - 2 f(RA/R8) (13)

for symmetric contact, f (RA/RB)=l

1

1

‘slim {K mp]. A
0

1

(a) (b)
Figure 1.5: vander Pauw method of four probe measurement

The hall mobility (u ), carrier density (n) and Hall coefficient (RH) are given by.

P : (ARCZARD) pdB (19)

n = -1- (20)
ow

RH =m1 (21)
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V -V V -V . .

where, RC =  and RD =-l_—-—1as illustrated ll'1 fig. ARC and ARD are1 1
change in resistance due to reversing the magnetic field and d is the thickness of

the sample. In this work, measurements were carried out using Hall measurement

set up supplied by MMR Technologies Inc. having MP350 power supply to vary

magnetic field and K50 temperature controller.
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CHAPTER 2.

CONVERSION OF COPPER SELENIDE INTO COPPER [NDIUM

SELENIDE BY DIFFUSING INDIUM: AN ATTEMPT

2.1 Introduction

There are several methods reported for‘ the preparation of device quality

CulnSe2 films, either in one-step or multi-step processes and some of those are

reviewed in the last chapter. In one-step processes, 'CuInSe; film is grown by

codeposition of Cu, In and Se simultaneously. Techniques for film deposition in

this case are physical evaporation, chemical deposition or electrodeposition [l].

Physical evaporation involves three source evaporation of Cu, In and Se with

proper control of flux of each element [2]. However, for large area fabrication this

technique is not suitable. Chemical deposition include spray pyrolysis [3,4] and

chemical bath deposition [5,6]. In both cases molarity and/or pH of the solution

containing Cu, In and Se ions are appropriately controlled to get nearly

stoichiometric CuInSe; films. In spray pyrolysis temperature of the substrate and in

CBD the temperature of the reaction bath are also controlling parameters affecting

formation of single phase CuInSe;. In electrodeposition, principle is electrolysis of

ionic solution containing Cu, In and Se ions. Electrode potential, molarity, pH of

the solution etc., are the parameters to be controlled in this case [7].

For large area fabrication, chemical methods are much better options

compared to physical evaporation methods. In spray pyrolysis, sophisticated

arrangements for handling residual evaporants like Se and the use of high purity

chemicals make the process much expensive. Of all techniques, solution growth

processes are the most simple, low cost and hence well suited for large area

deposition of semiconducting thin films. Vidyadharan Pillai et al, fabricated ‘All

CBD’ CuInSe;/CdS solar cell [8]. However, the major problem associated with this

process was the deposition of other binary phases like Cu2Se and CuSe along with

CulnSe2 phase, unless otherwise controlled.
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The multi-step process involves deposition of binary compounds as

precursor films in the first step and then convert the binary into temary compound.

For example, deposition of precursor In-Se in the first step Cu-Se in the second

step and annealing in the final step or Cu-In layer in first step followed by

selenisation. Zweigart et al reported a sequential ‘process starting from Ln,.Se and

converting into CuInSe; by diffusing Cu and subsequent selenisation [9].

Cu(In,Ga)Se2 films were prepared by Nakada et al., in a multi-step process [10]. In

the first step, they deposited CuGaSe layer and then Cu-rich CIGS layers along

with Na;;Se at substrate temperature 550 °C. In the final step, In, Ga and Se were

evaporated at the same substrate temperature. Usually the binary precursors are

deposited by physical evaporation or sputtering.

Bhattacharya et al prepared ln—Se, Cu-Se and Cu-In-Se thin films by

electrodeposition and subsequent annealing led to CuInSe; formation [1]. Brien et

al., reported a process to convert Cu2-XSe into CuInSe2. They deposited copper

selenide by electroless deposition from selenous acid bath containing copper

sulphate and indium sulphate and then In was incorporated into the film by a

galvanostatic cathodic polarization [1 I].

In the present work, we tried a multi-step process in which the precursor is

Cu;-,Se on which an indium layer was deposited and diffused by annealing process

leading to the formation of CuInSe;.

2.2. Experimental details

CBD is potentially stable process for deposition of binary precursor. In the

present investigation, we adopted CBD process for growing copper selenide

precursor and tried to convert it into CuInSe; compound through indium diffusion.

Here we adopted a multi-step process which consists of three consecutive stages.

In the first step, Cu;-,Se film was deposited and in the second step indium layer

was evaporated on the Cu2Se layer using vacuum evaporation. Third stage

involved annealing the bilayer consisting of Cu;-,Se/In in high vacuum.
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2.2.1 Preparation of CuhSe using CBD

Deposition of copper selenide thin films involved a controlled reaction

between copper ions and selenium ions present in a reaction bath, leading to

deposition on the surface of substrate placed in the bath. The reaction can be

written as [12],

2Cu’ +SeSO§' +2OH' ——> Cu2Se+SO§' + I-I20

Release of copper and selenium ions depends on pH and temperature of the

reaction bath and concentration of reactant solution. Nature of films deposited also

depends on substrate. Hence, growth of good quality Cu2_,.Se film requires

appropriate choice of substrate and optimized conditions of reaction bath. In the

following section a detailed description of these points is given.

2.2.1.1 Preparation of substrates

Substrates used for the depositing Cu2-,Se as precursor for CuInSe; is S110;

coated glass slides of dimension 2.5><4'.5x0.2 cm’ and this resulted in better

adhesion. [6]. SnO; was prepared using spray pyrolysis [13] on well-cleaned glass

substrate. Cleaning was found to be very important, as it is one of the factors

determining the composition and grain size of the film. We adopted solvent

cleaning described as follows: Glass slides were first dipped in freshly prepared

chromic acid for 3 h, to remove oil content on the glass substrates. Then the slides

were washed with running water followed by soap solution (Extran). These were

again washed with running water. Finally all the slides were rinsed with distilled

water and then dried before coating Cu;-xSe.

Then, 50 ml of 0.5 M alcoholic solution of SnCl4 was sprayed on these

cleaned glass substrates kept at 673 K for l h, using air as carrier gas. Pyrolytic

decomposition of SnCl4 droplets resulted in deposition of SnO; at that temperature.

After SnO; coating also, it was cleaned using distilled water and dried

2.2.1.2 Preparation of reactant solutions

In this work, Cu;-xSe deposition involved the controlled release of Cu ions

from copper trisodium citrate complex and the ion by ion condensation along with

the selenium ions present in the solution, on to the substrate [14]. Chemicals used

for the preparation were LR gade (Merck) copper sulfate (CuSO4. 51-I30),

trisodium citrate (TSC) (Na3C6H5O7.2H;O), sodium sulphite (Na2SO3) and sodium
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hydroxide (NaOH). Selenizing agent used was Na;SeSO; solution prepared using

finely powdered selenium pellets (99.99 %).

Na;SeSO3 solution was prepared by dissolving selenium powder in Na;SO3

solution kept at 363 K subjected to constant stirring for 1 h. Here, 0.2 M (200 ml)

the solution was prepared by dissolving weight of Se corresponding to 0.2 M Se

(4.6 g) in excess of aqueous solution of Na;SO3 [(0.3 M) (15 g)]. On cooling the

solution traces of Se was precipitated which was filtered out. 1 M CuSO4, TSC and

NaOH solutions were prepared to use for the deposition process.

2.2.1.3 Deposition of Cu2_‘Se as precursor

In the first trial, the bath parameters chosen were those optimized by

Vidyadharan Pillai et al, for the deposition of CuInSe; film [6]. They used 7.5 ml

of 0.2 M CuSO4 solution in a 100 ml beaker mixed with same volume of TSC

along with 25 ml of 0.2 M solution of indium citrate. To this solution containing

Cu and In ions, 20 ml of 0.1 M Na2SeSO3 was added and pH of the resultant

solution was adjusted to 6.5 by adding NaOH drops. Same conditions were

followed for the preparation of Cu;.,Se film with the difference that indium citrate

was not added. Four SnO; coated glass substrates were dipped vertically in the

solution kept at room temperature for 1 h. Film formed at the surface of the

substrate facing the wall of the beaker was chosen and the other side was cleaned

using dil. I-lCl. Uniform films of reddish brown colour were obtained from this

bath.

Later the reaction bath was modified as follows: In a 50 ml beaker l0 ml of

0.2 M CuSO4 solution was taken to which l0 ml of TSC was added. Then 10 ml of

0.2 M Na;SeSO; was added to this solution with stirring. pH of the solution before

adding Na;SeSO3 solution was adjusted to 4.5 using NaOH drops so that the

resultant solution had a pl-I 6.5. SnO; coated glass substrates were vertically dipped

in the transparent green solution bath, kept at room temperature. After 10 min. the

bath tumed to brown and reddish brown films were formed after 1 h of deposition.

In order to improve the uniformity and thickness of the film, different trials

were carried out varying molarity of the reactant solutions and temperature of the

bath keeping pH of the final solution ~ 6.5.
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First deposition was done for different molarity of CuSO4 solution keeping

all the other parameters same as above. 0.1 M and 0.4 M solution of CuSO4 were

tried for 0.2 M Na2SeSO3. It was found that in the first case immediate

precipitation resulted in non-uniform films and the second case resulted in uniform

films.

Then, molarity of Na;SeSO4 solution was varied as 0.05 and 0.1 M keeping

all the other conditions as that of first trial. It was observed that reaction rate was

slow when the molarity was 0.05 and hence thickness was low after l h deposition.

Good films were obtained for 0.1 M solution.

Thus from the visual observation of the nature of reaction and uniformity of

the films, the following parameters were fixed for room temperature deposition as

0.2 M (10 ml) CuSO4,0.l M Na;SeSO3 (l0 ml) and the pH of the resultant solution

was fixed at ~ 6.5. Then, the experiment was repeated at different temperatures in

the range 278-343 K. When temperature of the bath was lowered to 278 K keeping

in ice bath, the rate of deposition was very slow. As temperature of the bath was

raised above room temperature, faster rate of reaction resulted in non-unifonn

films.

From all the trials and observations, optimized conditions for the

preparation of good quality Cu2-,Se films is as follows: 10 ml (0.2 M) CuSO4

solution was mixed with 0.2 M 10 ml TSC in a 50 ml beaker and stirred well and

NaOl-I was added drop by drop so that the pH of the bath is ~ 4.5. Then 10 ml

(0.1 M) Na2SeSO4 was added making pH of the bath 6.5. The solution was stirred

well and kept at room temperature. After l h of deposition, uniform reddish brown

films were obtained. Triple dipped films of (thickness ~ 1 pm) Cu2-,.Se were chosen

as the precursor for the preparation of CuInSe;.

2.2.2 Diffusion of Indium into Cu,_‘Sc film

The final step for preparing of CuInSe; was the diffusion process of indium

into Cu2-xSe film. This involved vacuum evaporation of indium layer on Cu;-.Se

film and annealing the bilayer, Cu2-xSe/In in high vacuum. Diffusion annealing

process was tried for different indium layer thickness on same Cu;-xSe film until

the composition analysis resulted Cuzln ~l.
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For the evaporation process, Cu;-xSe (deposited on SnO; coated glass

substrates) were loaded in a vacuum chamber at a distance of 14 cm above the

molybdenum boat. Calculated weight of indium (40 mg) to get 400 A was taken in

the boat and the chamber was evacuated to a pressure of l0'5 mbar using diffusion
\

pump. Then the boat was resistively heated until indium was evaporated to
condense on the substrates.

These bilayer samples were subjected to high vacuum (10'5 mbar)

annealing in a borosil glass tube winded with tungsten wire, at 573 K for 1 h. The

heating rate was 3 K/min, using the temperature controller (Digicon). It was found

that after armealing, indium fully diffused into Cu2-,<Se layer. Then another layer of

indium of thickness 300 A (~30 mg) was deposited on the annealed sample and

again subjected to annealing in the same conditions. This diffusion annealing was

repeated in steps of 300 A so that the total thickness of indium layer diffused was

equal to 1300 A (400+300+300+300 A). Diffusion process was terminated at this

thickness after the compositional analysis using XPS indicated Cu:In ratio to be l.

This will be described in characterization part.

As-prepared Cu;-,Se sample was labeled as CS. Then at each step of

annealing the sample was renamed as ClS400, CIS700, CISIOOO, ClSI300

according to thickness of indium layer diffused. Hereafter the samples are known

by these labels.

2.3 Characterization

Structural, compositional and optical properties of the films after indium

diffusion, were analysed using different techniques. Structural studies were done

using XRD and composition of the film was determined using XPS. Optical

properties of the films were studied by UV-Vis-NIR spectrophotometer.

2.3.1 XRD

Crystallographic studies of as-prepared Cu;-xSe sample and changes in the

structure of this film due to indium diffusion ‘were analysed by comparing XRD

pattems of as-prepared and indium diffused samples after different stages of

annealing. However, XRD of samples which showed significant change in optical
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absorption is only presented here. Figure 2.1 shows the XRD pattern of as-prepared

Cu;.,,Se sample (CS). Scan conditions were 29 between 20° and 60° with scan

speed l5°/min. Figure shows two peaks at 29=27.5° and 44.7°, corresponding to d

values 3.34 A and 2.03 A. These two peaks are identified as reflections from (1 I 1)

and (220) planes of cubic Cu2.,Se phase, with reference to JCPDS-0680 and other

reports [15, 13,16]. After diffusing indium layer of thickness ~l30O A in various

steps as described in section 2.2.2, the XRD pattern obtained is given in fig. 2.2.

This pattem consists of distinct peaks and the respective 29 values and d- values'
0

are given in table 2.1. Identified phases are also indicated in the table from which,

it is clear that there are new peaks due to indium diffiision in addition to substrate

peaks and Cu;-,,Se peaks. According to the JCPDS data, these peaks are due to

reflections from corresponding planes oft/-In;Se; and CuInSe; indicated in fig 2.2.

There are certain peaks that are overlapped by CuInSe;, Cu;-,,Se and SnO; which

are also marked in the figure. d- values of Cu;.,,Se peak slightly increases after

annealing probably as a result of variation in x due to escape of Se from the film

during annealing [16]. Also, the height of peak is a quantitative measure of

corresponding phase. Small peaks of C_uInSe; show that only small amount of

CuInSe; is formed. Thus XRD analysis reveals that indium diffusion into Cu;;.iSe

resulted in a mixed phase consisting of CuInSe;, Cu2_,,Se and In2Se3.
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1 Sample 28 1 d-value ‘ Identified Phase 1
A (degrees) 5 (A) 1

(hkl)

CS

26.5
27.0

33.7
1 44.7

51.6

3.36

3.33

265

. 2.02

SnO2

Cu;_,.Se

SnO;
1 C1i2.,Se

S1102i 1.77
1

(110)

(111)

(101)

(220)

(211)

CS1300

1

1

11

1.

11

I

26.5

27.5

1 29.0

29.5
30.5

33.5

35.5

37.5

; 42.0

1 44.0
51.5
1 52.5
1 65.5

1 3.36
1 3.24 1 ,Se/CuInSe2

3.07

3.02

7-In2Se3

7-In;Se3

‘Y-1113863
% 2.67 Hnzsez

SD02
1 2.52

2'38 1 CuInSe2
2.15 1 SD02
I  I CUIIISCQ

1.79

1.74

1.42

1 SD02

SnO;/C112. ((110)/(111)/(112)
(006)

(200)

(201)

(202)

(101)

(21 1)

(200)

(105),

(220)/(204),(220)

Cu2.,.Se/CuInSe; 1 (21 1)
'SnO2 1 (311)/(116),(3l2)

Cu;_,S e/CuInSe; 1 (1 I2)

Table 2.1: XRD details of CS and CSIl300
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2.3.3 Optical properties

Wavelength dependence of optical absorption of CS sample is given in

fig2.3 in the range 1200-400 nm. At longer wavelength absorption is high due to

the presence of free carriers [12]. A rapid-increase‘ in absorbance (oat) is observed

below 600 nm, which corresponds to interband transition. The optical band gap of

the material is found out as 2.17 eV from the plot of (athv)2 vs. hv, by

extrapolating the graph on hv axis as given in fig.2.4. The linear nature of the

graph indicates that the fundamental transition in Cu2-,Se film is direct.

Changes in absorbance of Cu;;.,Se -film due to indium diffusion are

illustrated in fig. 2.5 for various indium layer thickness. It is obvious from the

figure that the optical absorbance at lower wavelength corresponding to interband

transition, enhanced significantly with increase with indium diffusion. Specifically,

absorbance near 1200 mn, which is the fundamental absorption edge of CuInSe2,

increased with increase in quantity of indium diffused and maximum change

occurs when indium thickness is 1300 A.

3.0

1'

2.5

Absorbance arb un-'* !°bi caid-44 .  J.._

O
-@@@-o"°(X1113

»I\iecu
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O0
1.0 
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Figure 2.3: Optical absorption spectrum of CS
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2.3.2 XPS

Compositional analysis was done on indium-diffused samples, which had

higher optical absorbance at wavelengths corresponding to the fundamental

absorption edge of CulnSe;. Thus XPS spectra was recorded for sample CSl300

and compared with that of CS film. XPS profile montage of as-prepared Cu;-,Se

i.e, sample CS is shown in fig. 2.6. Depth profile was done for 30 cycles equivalent

to 150 minutes sputtering. Each cycle corresponds to 3 minute sputtering and the

approximate depth achieved in each cycle is I00 A. In the spectra, the peak at

characteristic binding energy denotes the presence of corresponding element in the

specimen. In the figure, carbon, C1 (ls) peak is checked to correct shift in energy

due to instrumental error. The standard value of Cls peak is 284.5 eV and any shift

from this value shows requirement of correction for peaks corresponding to

different elements. Since the film is deposited on conducting substrate, SnO;, shift

due to charging effect was avoided. From the spectra, BE of Cu 2p1/2 and 2p;/2

levels are 952.2 and 932.5 eV respectively. Similarly, BE of Se 3d5,Q level is 54

eV. In the elemental state, corresponding energies of Cu levels are 952.4 and 932.6

eV [17] and that of Se 3d5/2 level is 55.5 eV [18] There is no significant shift in BE

for Cu levels from metallic state. However, Se 3d5/1 level shows a shift 1.5 eV

from the elemental state, which indicates compound formation. We could not find

from literature, the shift in BE for Se 3CI5/2 or Cu 3P3/2 in Cu2-,,Se state. Cahen et al.,

reported the respective values of 52.9 eV and 932.5 eV in Cu;Se and Kazmerski et

al., reported 54.5 eV for Se 3d5/2 level in Cu,,Se [19, 20].

Thus by noting BE values obtained from the sample and using XRD

pattern, the compound is identified as Cu;-,,Se. At the surface, traces of oxygen are

present, which might be due to the exposure of sample to the atmosphere. From the

surface to the substrate, the presence of Cu and Se with constant energy reveals the

uniformity of the film across its thickness. Two layers, Cu;-,,Se and SnO; are

clearly distinguishable in the figure. SnO; layer starts appearing at 20¢ cycle from

the surface.

Depth profile of atomic concentration of Cu and Se shows the ratio Cu’Se

is 4 (fig. 2.7). This is due to preferential sputtering of Se. In order to rectify this
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Cu:Se ratio was measured in a standard sample of CuSe powder. The correction

factor for Se was found to be 2 and after the correction, Cu:Se ratio became as 2:1

in the film.

XPS spectra of sample CISl300 is shown in figure 2.8. BE of Cu and Se

levels have no appreciable change compared to those from sample CS. Two peaks

ofln at 444 eV and 452 eV are corresponding to BE values ofln 3d;/2 and In 3d3,;

levels. In elemental state, BE value of In 3d;/2 which is more intense than the other,

is 443.6 eV [21]. Slight shifi in BE value of In is due to compound formation in the

film. From the value of In 3d5Q from the film, the possible compounds formed may

be In2Se3 and CuInSe; in addition to the Cu;_xSe already present in the film [20].

However, BE of Cu 2p;/2 in CuInSe; is 93l.8.eV, which is less than that detected

from the sample. Also, there is a possibility of formation of In;O3 [22]. Traces of

oxygen was also observed in the graph, which may be due to the presence of IngO;.

Correlating with XRD, the phases formed are In;Se;, traces of CuInSe; and In;O3

and also, un-reacted Cu2.xSe.

Depth profile of atomic concentration is shown in fig. 2.9. Here, it is

observed that the ratio of Cu:In is ~1, but selenium content is very less compared

to the Cu/In ratio. However, the indium layer deposited at the surface of Cu;-,.Se is

unifomily diffused into the depth due to annealing.

Thus it is obvious that by simply diffusing indium into copper (I) selenide,

it is difficult to get stoichiometric copper indium selenide films without additional

selenisation process.
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2.4 Conclusion

A multi-step process for the preparation of CuInSe; film was attempted

starting from Cu;-,Se prepared using CBD. The pro_cess was diffusion annealing of

vacuum deposited In into Cu;-,Se film. Structural, compositional and optical

properties of indium-diffused samples were studied to analyse the formation

CulnSe;. From the analysis, it could be concluded that CuInSe; films formed were

highly selenium deficient. Moreover, the process resulted in a mixed phase

consisting of ln;Se3, CuInSe; and possible In;O; in addition to Cu;-,Se.

Conventional selenisation process is annealing the selenium deficient

sample in Se or I-l3Se atmosphere. Avoiding the usage of such toxic gases, here a

novel selenisation process is developed, using chemical bath deposition. This is

described in the following chapters.
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CHAPTER 3

AMORPHOUS SELENIUM (a-Se) FILMS USING CBD:

DEPOSITION AND CHARACTERIZATION

3.1 Introduction

Selenisation is the process of incorporating elemental selenium into

metallic layers to prepare binary or ternary selenides. Conventional technique

involves annealing the required metallic layer in an atmosphere of hydrogen

selenide or selenium vapour, which are extremely toxic gases. This requires highly

sophisticated arrangements for complete safety and protection, which makes the set

up much expensive. Moreover, this will become a problem in large-scale

production. When one considers cost effectiveness as well as avoiding toxic gases,

CBD is the best option for selenisation.

In the present investigation, we adopted CBD for the preparation of

selenium (a-Se) in the form of thin films. Structural analysis of the films showed

that the films are amorphous in nature.  .

3.2 A brief review on a-Se thin films

Selenium is 34th element in the periodic table with two unsatisfied bonds in

its outer orbital structure. It can exist in crystalline form but the amorphous form

(a-Se) is of interest for different technological applications. Density of a-Se is 4.2

g/cc and it is believed to be an inorganic polymer consisting of covalently bonded

chains. Although it is not a crystalline structure an effective band-gap of 2.2 eV

can be ascribed to it. Resistivity of a-Se is exceedingly high (about i016 ohm cm)

making the material a very good insulator. However it is a photoconductor and if

an electric field is present to separate the photogenerated electrons and holes, it can

generate significant currents [1].

Amorphous selenium has been widely investigated over‘ the decades

because of the many scientific and technological interests. Earlier it was the

xerographic material of choice for a longtime, and is now being considered for
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digital x-ray imaging [2]. Even though in the present work, we are not studying

such applications, some of the recent research works on this material in this

direction are reviewed here.

In a review report on amorphous semiconductors, David Adler described

different suggestions made by many researchers on the structure of a-Se [3]. In that

review, they proposed a combination of molecular S63 rings and polymeric chains

to be consistent with all structural studies. Recently, Caprion et al showed that a-Se

consists of interconnected chains and rings with a_ mean coordination number of

2.1 [4].

Structural changes from amorphous phase to crystalline phase (c-Se) are

reported in recent studies. Laser induced crystallization is reported for a-Se films

due to irradiation by linearly polarized He-Ne or Ti:Saphire (630 -750 nm) laser

beams with sample temperature at and slightly above the glass transition

temperature. They prepared a-Se thin films using thermal evaporation of gray

selenium. After laser exposure, both B-monoclinic and hexagonal crystalline

phases were detected [5].

Light-induced changes in a-Se films (prepared using pulsed laser

evaporation) were investigated by Hansen et al. [6]. They explained this as light

induced relaxation of void-filled short-chain selenium film into a denser

equilibrium state of long polymer chain film which does not readily wet glass or

silicon substrate. Peled et al reported photodeposition of a-Se films by continuous

wave argon ion lasers. When laser light was allowed to pass through a-Se colloid

Se ion solution. [7], they observed an increase in rate of redox reaction leading to

the formation of Sew) from Se“.

Dependence of crystallization of films on temperature and time of aging

was investigated by Zienab et al. They calculated optical bandgap energies for

different allotrops of selenium as 1.65 eV for black Se, 1.6 eV for monoclinic and

2.05 eV for amorphous Se [8]. Crystallization process was also found to depend on

the deposition procedure. Parameters such as deposition rate, film thickness,

substrate temperature and nature of substrate have marked effects on the stmciure
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of the film [9,l0]. Fleury et al., used conductivity studies to analyse kinetics of

structural change taking place in flash evaporated a-Se films [1 1].

In the applications of a-Se thin films, only a few important reports are listed

here. In X-ray imaging, X-ray sensitivity of the film was investigated by Kasap et

al., [12]. Holographic recording in ultra thin a-Se film was performed by

Ballesteros et al. [l3].

In the following sections, preparation"of a-Se thin film using CBD and

characterization of these samples using different teclmiques are described.

3.3 Preparation of a-Se using CBD

3.3.1 Principle

Principle of this technique is described in detail by Kitaev et al. [I4]. They

considered the formation of Na;SeSO3 by dissolving selenium in the aqueous

solution of Na;SO;, which is represented as

Se+Na2SO, <:> Na,SeSO, (I)
or Se + so§" <=> sesoi" (2)

Principle of selenium deposition is based on the fact that concentration of

sulphites and hence solubility of selenium depends on pH of the solution. This

could be explained as follows. For the reaction (2), equilibrium constant of this

reaction is given by

[seso’"]K ,- = ’ - 3SeS03  | ( )
where, [SeSO§‘] and [SO§'i are equilibrium concentration of the SeSO§' and

2
S0, respectively. Considering hydrolysis of sodium sulphite, the fractional

concentration of SO§* , (180? is given by

_ lS<>i'l
- i[H,so,]+[Hs0,]+[so§-] <3)

_ --§Ha<>= ._ 4— + + ( )
[H IZ+ KIIH 1+ KHZSOJ

where K; is the first dissociation constant of the reaction,
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H2803 :1 HSOQ + H+ and is given by

K Z [Hso;IH*]
‘ [H2893]

and KHQSO3 is total dissociation constant given by

K1~1,so, = KI X Ki (5)
where, K; is the second dissociation constant of the reaction,

HSO; :1 SO§' + H+ and is given by

so” H* 'K2 zi 3 I i
|Hso;|

From eq. (4) it is clear that as a result of hydrolysis of Na;SO3, concentration of

[SO§‘] ions is defined not only by concentration of sodium sulphite salt in the

solution but also the value-of pH. Kitaev et al_., determined the value of dSO,_ by

substituting the value ofK1 = 1.3><10" and Kw,’ =s.2><10"° as given in the table

below.

PH 1 2 ,3 4 5
[1 _ 9Ti§<iib“ 3.6}£1io*° s.7xi<i‘ e.3><10f 6.3xld'j 5,so§ i
iPH  7“ st it 9 1 10 iii’,

_ i5.9}<10" 0.33 0.87 K 0.98  .99 E res

Q
tn
9

Table 3.]: Fractional dissociation constant of SO§' at different pH

As seen from the table 3.1, the concentration of SO§‘ is equal to that of

Na;SO; in the solution, only at pH 2 10. Hence, if pH of Na;SO3 solution is < 9,

the concentration of SOLE‘ is,

lsoj“ ] = aSO§_ >< [Ne,s_o,] (6)

From the known amount of Na;SO3 the equilibrium constant of eq. (2), which

expresses the precipitation of Se, becomes,

_, l$=$°§‘l
KW?” [Na,SO,]-—[SeSO§"] (7)
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From eq. (7) equilibrium concentration of SeS0§" can be calculated as,

S 2.. __ aS0§' X KSeSd§'
[ eso, ]_1+aS0i_xKS,csO§* +[Na,s0,] (8)

In the logarithmic form, this equation can be written as

1 _ aso§' X Ks¢so§'
P iSeSOs'i-  is “X  s so +P[Na2SOs] (10)so§* s¢s0§'

where,

p[SeSO§‘ 1 = -log[SeSO§‘]

Eq. (8) describes the solubility of Se in Na;SO3 solution of the given concentration.

This can be illustrated in the plot of p[SeSO§'] vs. pH for [Na;SO;] of 1 molexl at

25 °C, as given in the figure 3.1. The graph reveals the solubility of Se in NagSO3

increases with increase in the pH of the solution as p[SeSO§'] gives inverse of

solubility.
1 Q —

l

8%

6..." 1

so: 1;>So
A
L_

i
.__ 4

i

2~ o e~—o -0 i
0 .1“?! | it fi7+  v _|_ Ir | I —|' 1 __]_i—l!0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14

pH

Figure 3.1 :' Variation of solubility of selenium in the Na;SO3 with pH of solution
(conee. of Na;SO3 is 1 mole/1

Above mentioned calculations indicate the value of pH of the medium to be

employed in the synthesis of Na;SeSO3 solution should be pH 2 10. Thus selenium

can be precipitated by reducing the pH of selenosulphate solution to more acidic

values.

71
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In the present work, pH of Na;SCi3 and Na;SeSO3 solutions were greater

than IO. Rate of selenium precipitation is controlled by reducing pH of the

selenosulphate solution to a value in the range 4.2-4.5, so as to form thin films.

Effect of temperature and morality of the solution was also studied experimentally.

3.3.2 Experiment

A stock solution of 0.2 M sodium selenosulphate (Na;SeSO3) was

prepared by dissolving selenium powder of weight equivalent to 0.2 M (99.99%

pure) in aqueous solution of excess sodium sulphite kept at 363 K, subjected to

constant stirring as described in sec. 2.2. pH of as-prepared Na2SeSO3 solution

was ~ 10.5.

Well-cleaned glass slides of dimension 2.5><4.5xO.2 cm3 with and without

SnO2 coating were used as substrate for the deposition process. Cleaning process

of the slides was described in sec. 2.2. Preparation of SnO; coated glass substrates

was also cited in the same section. In the case of glass substrates, these were heated

to 673 K over which ethanol was sprayed and cooled down to room temperature.

After cooling, these substrates were well-cleaned using soap solution and then in

distilled water followed by drying in heater at 373 K.

Deposition was carried out in a 25 ml beaker to minimize the consumption

and wastage of solution, even during initial trials. Three substrates were dipped

vertically in the beaker so that three samples of area 5.5 cmz could be prepared at a

time. Film deposited on the substrate surface_facing the wall of the beaker was

chosen as good film as mentioned in chapter 1._

As-prepared 0.2 M Na;SeSO3 solution (pH = 10.5) was stable. However,

acidification of the above solution resulted in selenium precipitation as described

in the theory. ln order to obtain selenium in the form of thin film, the precipitation

was controlled by varying molarity, pH and temperature of the bath containing

Na;SeSO3 solution. Volume of the solution was kept constant as 20 ml, the

maximum volume that could be conveniently handled in a 25 ml beaker.
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3.3.3 Parameters afiecting the deposition

Growth of the selenium film depends on the rate of precipitation of

selenium from the Na;SeSO3 solution, which.in turn, depends on various factors

such as pH, molarity, temperature of the bath and nature of the substrate as

mentioned in introductory chapter. Here, experimental observations during growth

process and nature of the films obtained at different conditions are described in the

following paragraph.

i. Molariry

Initially, the deposition was carried out at different concentrations of

Na;SeSO3 solution. For that, different molar solutions were prepared by dilution of

the 0.2 M stock solution. The made up solutions were 0.006 M, 0.0125 M, 0.025

M, 0.05 M and 0.075 M, for trials. pH of all the solutions were adjusted to 4.5 (an

arbitrary value) with 50% dilute acetic acid, keeping the bath at room temperature

(300 K). Uniform films were obtained .for 0.006 M solution after 3 hrs of

deposition. Time of deposition was chosen on the basis the reaction rate. When

molariry is increased from 0.006 M, immediate precipitation (colloidal), red in

colour, was observed. Thus, for further trials, concentration was selected at 0.006M

Na2SeSO3.

ii. pH value

In order to study the effect of pH value, this parameter (of the 0.006 M

solution) was varied from 3.00 to 7.2 at room temperature. Then it was seen that at

lower pH values (3, 3.2, 3.5 etc.) precipitation was fast and hence no film was

deposited. When it was in the range 4.2-4.7, uniform films were obtained. As pH

value was made higher than this range, precipitation became slower and films were

deposited in the form of ‘patches’. When the pH of the solution was neutral or

alkaline, there was no visible change for the solution, since it is stable according to

the theory. Thus the pH was always kept at 4.5 for the deposition of Se films.

iii. Temperature

Furthennore, the deposition process was carried out at various temperatures

using (0.006 M solution) (pH 4.5) viz at 278 K (keeping in the ice bath), 300 K,

323 K, 333 K and 343 K (keeping in hot air oven). At temperatures, higher than

300 K, the precipitation was fast and colour ‘of the precipitate was gray. It was

found that at 278 K, deposition time was 8 hrs to obtain uniform film of enough
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thickness. At 300 K, uniform films were formed as described earlier. So the

optimum temperature for the film formation was found to be 300 K.

iv. Nature of the substrate

It was found that the uniformity of the films strongly depends on nature of

surface of glass substrates. Three types of differently treated glass substrates were

used for the deposition process. One type was bare glass slides. Second type was

alcohol sprayed glass slides as mentioned earlier. SnO; coated glass slides were the

third type. Films deposited on SnO;,_ coated glass substrates and alcohol sprayed

glass substrates, were found to be more adhesive than those formed on untreated

glass substrates.

From the above discussion, the best samples were those prepared at 300 K

from 0.006 M Na;SeSO3 solution at pH value 4.5 and therefore further analyses

were done on this type of samples. The film was annealed to improve the

structural, optical and electrical properties at different temperatures viz., 308 K,

323 K, 343 K and 373 K in high vacuum for lh.

3.4 Characterization

After the preliminary visual observation of physical appearance of the

films, morphological, stnictural, compositional, optical and electrical properties

were analysed using different techniques. Morphology was analysed using SEM.

Crystallinity was studied using XRD. XPS and SIMS were used for the depth-wise

elemental analysis. The XPS spectra were recorded for 500 cycles for which each

cycle corresponds to Argon ion sputtering for 1 min. ICP was used for bulk

elemental analysis and. Optical properties were studied from optical absorption

spectrum. Electrical characterization was done using I-V characteristics measured

by SMU.

3.4.1 Visual observations

The as-prepared films were orange red in colour, uniform and smooth. It

was found that due to aging, it was converted to gray form. The gray films were

not uniform, but it was powdery. The conversion was relatively faster when the

films were kept in open air rather than in dried conditions in desiccator. Also, films

prepared on bare glass slides were less stable than that on alcohol sprayed or SnO;
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coated glass substrates. The film after annealing appeared as thinner, non-uniform

and gray in colour. Damage during annealing occurs even at 313 K.

3.4.2 Thickness

Thickness of films was measured by stylus profilometer. Figure 3.2 shows

the profile of the measurement. Thickness of the triple dipped films was measured

as 5000 A.

3.4.3 SEM

Surface nature of the films was studied using Scanning Electron

Micrograph. Fig. 3.3(a) and fig 3.3(b) shows the morphology of selenium film

deposited on glass and SnO3 coated glass substrate respectively. This indicates the

effect of substrate on the morphology of the films. On glass continuous lateral

growth is observed while on SnO; coated glass, growth is granular type. This type

of growth nature was reported by Kitaev et al., for amorphous selenium films [I3].

3.4.4 XRD

Structural analysis of the films was carried out using XRD. The scan rate

was 2 °/min in the range 29 between l4 and 50 °. Figure 3.4 shows the pattern of

Se film deposited on glass. The figure clearly shows amorphous nature of the

films. When the film was annealed, no improvement in crystallinity was observed

as the film was damaged.

3.4.5 XPS

XPS spectra of samples gave the composition of the films. Depth profile of

the films deposited on SnO;; coated glass substrate is shown in fig. 3.5. This reveals

presence of selenium with binding energy at 55.5-56 eV [15], which corresponds to

the elemental state. Traces of oxygen and tin are also detected at the front surface,

which are diffused from the tin oxide coated glass substrate to selenium film.

Oxide formation is ruled out as the binding energy of SeO2 is 58.85 eV [I6].

Presence of Na is also checked since there is a possibility of incorporation of Na

from the Na;SeSO3 solution. The depth profile shows Na signal only in the region

of glass substrate.
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(E1)
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Figure 3.3: Scanning electron micrograph of a-Se films on
(a) glass substrate (b) SnO; glass substrate
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Figure 3.4: XRD pattem of a-Se film deposited on glass substrate

3.4.6 SIMS

Depth-wise elemental analysis was confirmed by SIMS analysis as

illustrated in figure 3.6. At the surface selenium and traces of sodium are present.

Even though oxygen or sulphur was not observed in the spectrum, Na was detected

in this analysis throughout the depth up to SnOz-Glass interface. Towards the

region of SnO;- Glass amount of Na is more compared to that on the surface.

3.4.7 ICP

In this technique, film was dissolved in concentrated I-INO3 and very

diluted solution of which is sprayed into plasma state. Emission line intensity

corresponding to the ions was measured, which in tum proportional to the amount

of element present in the solution. It was found that emission line consists of only

selenium. Sodium or tin was not detected in the flame.
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Figure 3.6: Secondary ion mass spectrum of a-Se film
deposited on SnO; coated glass substrate

3.4.8 Optical properties

Wavelength dependence of optical absorption of the film in the range 450~

700 nm is shown in fig.3.7. The spectral dependence of absorption shows that the

film has direct band gap (Eg). The Eg value is determined from the plot of (othx/)2

vs. hv as given in fig. 3.8. The value obtained is 2.1 eV' as indicated in the plot and

is in agreement with the reported value for amorphous selenium [8].
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Figure 3. 7: Wavelength dependence of optical absorption of a-Se film
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3.4.9 Electrical characterization

Resistance of the film was evaluated from the I-V characteristic given in

fig. 3.8. Measurements were taken across two magnanine wire leads pasted on two

terminals coated on the surface of the film with separation of 5mm. Electrodes

were Au layer evaporated on the film. The resistance evaluated from the graph is

1.2 >< l0'° ohm. lt shows the film is electrically an insulator. Under illumination no

change in resistance was observed.

l6 -1 ' ;
* R=1.2x10’° ohm

5 _

ii
d

|

£'\

rren nA
O.)

Q.-ri I
1*

Cu

2...7 l1 4 t
0 r—e"|—“* + —l~‘~-|—-I | t i cf’-+—“‘ i~~—~—*10 10 20 30 40 50

Volts (v)

Figure 3.9: I-V characteristics of a-Se at room temperature

3.5 Results and discussions

a-Se thin films were prepared by lowering pH value of Na;SeSO3 solution

to ~ 4.5. Morphological studies (fig.3.3(a) and (b)) of the films show that surface

of the film has spreading of liquid drop like appearance, which is characteristics of

amorphous material. Due to aging the red coloured film was converted to gray

form and was found that in the open air, conversion was more effective. Also, less

adhesive films were easily undergoing transformation. Hansen et al [6] described

these structural changes as due to the presence of voids and dangling bonds in the

films. Due to illumination or annealing, these atoms become more mobile and fill
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the voids and attain a low energy configuration. They also observed formation of

mottled films under room temperature storage for several days. In the present case,

XRD could not identify the crystalline nature of gray form.

Both the as-prepared and gray coloured films are dipped in CS1. The gray

form was found to be insoluble and this shows it is the hexagonal form of selenium

[6]. It is well known that CS; dissolves amorphous selenium while not affecting

crystalline selenium. Since our aim was not in the detailed study of selenium thin

films, further studies on conversion process were not carried out.

The presence of selenium film on the to'p of SnO; was confirmed using

SIMS (fig. 3.6), XPS (fig. 3.5) and ICP. In SIMS analysis the Na level in the film

and SnO1 layer is more or less same and increases to more than one order at the

glass face. This Na may be from the soda lime glass substrate, which contains 15%

Na2O as it is very clear from the XPS analysis [17]. Traces of Na from the glass

may be ejected due to sputtering and detected _during depth profiling, as SIMS is

highly sensitive to sodium (1014 atoms/cc). High sensitivity of Na to this technique

is due to its low ionization potential and extremely high ionization cross-section of

the element [18].

However, ICP analysis could not detect sodium in the film. If Na detected

in SIMS analysis is from the film, it should have been detected in ICP analysis

also, which is more sensitive than SIMS (1013 atoms/cc). Hence the only possibility

of detecting sodium (from SIMS) is from the substrate.

From the studies optical absorption, a-Se was found to posses a direct band

gap of 2.1 eV. Electrically a~Se is found to be an insulator.

3.6 Conclusion

Amorphous selenium films could be‘ deposited using CBD from sodium

selenosulphate solution by adjusting the pH at 4.5, at room temperature. Thickness

of tripple-dipped films was 5000 A. Morphological studies were performed by

SEM. Structural and elemental analyses were done using XRD, XPS and SIMS.

These studies reveal that the films obtained were pure amorphous selenium. Thus

deposition of an element in the form of thin film could be achieved using CBD. the

simple and low cost process. Optical band gap evaluated from the spectral
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dependence of absorbance was 2.1 eV. Very high value of resistance revealed that

the film was nearly electrically insulator.

Selenium, which is extremely toxic in its vapour state, is available in the

non-toxic fomi and can be used for preparation of binary and ternary selenides. In

the proceeding chapters, selenisation process using this selenium film is described.
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CHAPTER 4

PREPARATION OF INDIUM SELENIDE FILMS BY

SELENISATION OF INDIUM USING a-Se FILMS
n

4.1 Introduction

Amorphous selenium thin film, prepared through CBD is used as the source

for the preparation of binary selenides. Here Stacked Elemental Layer (SEL)

technique is applied for selenisation process. Among the selenides, indium selenide

(In;Se3) has been the subject of recent studies [1, 2]. We selected this material. as

this compound has valuable electrical and optical properties and is of great interest

for photovoltaic applications, in the thin film form. Several deposition and

annealing techniques have been used by different research groups for the

preparation of this film [1, 2, 3]. In most of the reports, elemental Se layer was

deposited using vacuum evaporation. This involves Se vapour, which is highly

poisonous. In the present technique, a-Se deposition using CBD is totally pollution

free since it avoids the usage or release of any toxic gas or vapour.

SEL structure adopted here is Glass/a-Se/In. Indium selenide is formed by

the solid-state reaction between Se and In, constituting the bilayer, and this is

induced by annealing [4]. Detailed studies on structural, morphological, optical and

electrical properties of the films formed at different temperatures are carried out in

the present investigation.

ln order to prove that the a-Se thin film can be used as the selenium source

for the preparation of any binary selenide, we also, present a brief note on the

preparation and characterization of copper selenide thin films. The SEL structure

for the formation of copper selenide is Glass/a-Se/Cu.

As we are concentrating deeply in studies on indium selenide, a few of the

recent works on various aspects of this material are reviewed here.
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4.2 Review of works on indium selenide

Indium selenide (In;Se3) is a compound semiconductor which belongs to

lll-V family. lt crystallizes in layered structure in which each layer consists of five

atomic sheets, Se-In-Se-In-Se bound by strong forces. Interaction between adjacent

layers is much weaker and is believed to be Van der Wall’s type [5]. This

compound shows at least three modifications denoted by ot, [5 and y with transitions

temperatures of 473 K and 823 K, respectively for or -> B and B —> or. Both ot- and

7- forms of In;Se3 are found stable at room temperature, while B-form is obtained

only above 473 K [6].

There are many reports on crystal structures and phase transformation in

ln2Se; compound. Structural investigation of In2Se3 crystals grown from the melt

by Bridgman-Stockbarger method was performed by both selected area and

convergent beam electron diffraction techniques. They identified two phases of

hexagonal and rhombohedral structures [7].

Recently, Jiping et al., carried out phase transformation studies using

electron diffraction, high resolution electron spectroscopy, XRD together with

optical absorption studies [8]. They reported, that there exist only two phases, viz,

low- and high-temperature phases in In;Se3 as per the time-temperature

transformation (TTT) diagram and the transformation temperature is 853 K. Low

temperature phase was having vacancy ordered in screw form (VOSF) structure

and the high-temperature phase was having layered structure. Both possessed

semiconducting optical properties.

Emziane et al., studied the influence of substrates on crystalline quality of

thin films of 7-ln2Se3 grown by sequential thermal evaporation of In and Se [9].

Substrates used were soda lime glasses, mica sheets, SnO;;-coated and gold-coated

glasses. They concluded that films deposited on SnO;-coated glass substrates were

having significantly better preferential orientation along the direction perpendicular

to substrate surface than those films deposited on Au-coated glass or mica sheets.

Texture of the films formed on Au-coated glass substrates was relatively better

than that of the films on mica sheets. However, the phase was independent of
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nature of substrate. Thomas et al reported the formation of on-phase by the same

method, at different annealing conditions [10].

Studies on temperature dependence of fundamental absorption edge of or-,

[3- and 7-phases of In;Se3 was made by Julien 'et al. They observed that the

fundamental absorption was associated with direct transition. Eg values were l.35,

1.3 and 1.81 eV respectively, at room temperature and decreased with increase in

temperature [ll]. Later they analysed far-ifrared spectra of In;Se3 crystal over a

temperature range 10-500 K and observed formation of intermediate phases, from

the spectra [12].

Herrero et al., prepared In;Se3 films by annealing altemate electrodeposited

layers of Se and In from separate baths [I3]. Influence of annealing temperature on

properties of the films was examined using XRD. Photoactivity of the films was

tested in a photoelectrochemical cell with a sulfite/sulfate redox couple. Marsillac

et al, deposited In;Se3 layer either by direct evaporation of the compound in

powder fonn or by annealing the sequentially deposited In and Se layers [14]. They

found that thin films of single phase and high orientation could be obtained when

the ratio between In and Se was 2:3 and annealed in selenium atmosphere for 24 h

at 573 K. Same group later reported that by annealing in flowing Ar monophased,

stoichiometric and homogeneous films could be prepared irrespective of deposition

conditions [15].

Very recently, epitaxial growth of 7-In;;S_e3 was investigated by Tomohiko

Osthsuka et al [16]. They deposited the film with defect wurtzite structure on GaAs

(l 1 l)B substrate and the films were having vacancy-ordered crystal structure.

4.3 Experimental

Procedure for deposition of indium selenide and copper selenide thin films

by selenising the corresponding metallic layers consists of different stages. This

involves preparation of metallic precursor and incorporation of Se into it. As

mentioned earlier, we adopted SEL technique for the preparation of these metal

chalcogenide films.
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4.3.1 Preparation of Indium selenide thin films

SEL structure was grown using chemical bath deposited a-Se film and

vacuum evaporated indium thin films. Whole process of film preparation of In;Se3

involved two steps. First step was the preparation of Se-In stack layers while

second stage involved the process of annealing the stack layers.

Substrates used were micro-glass slides, which were well cleaned using

commercial detergent (Extran) followed by washing in distilled water as described

in Chapter 2. In order to get good adhesion for the film, substrates were sprayed

using alcohol as cited in chapter 3, for a-Se film preparation.

In-Se stack layer preparation consists of two steps. In the first step,

selenium thin film was deposited using CBD as explained in the last chapter.\ D
I

Briefly the procedure is as follows: 0.0125 M (20 ml) Na2SeSO3 solution was

taken and the pH of the solution was adjusted to ~ 4.5 by adding a few drops of

dilute acetic acid with stirring. Substrates were then placed vertically in the bath

kept at room temperature. Orange-red films were obtained after 3 h of deposition.

For the preparation of indium selenide films, triple dipped selenium films of

thickness ~ 5000 A having an area 5.5 cm: were chosen. The area was selected by

masking the substrate using teflon tape, wrapped very tightly to the glass slide so

that the required area for deposition was exposed to the solution. Masking by this

method was found to be very successful.

The a-Se film was dried in open air at room temperature and loaded in the

vacuum chamber (Box coater- BK350), to carry out the second step. A layer of

indium of thickness 350 A (SN purity) was deposited using thennal evaporation on

the selenium layer such that Se/In atomic ratio was higher than 1.5. Approximate

weight of indium to be evaporated to get 350 A layer was calculated as 40 mg,

assuming the substrates at a distance of 15 cm‘ from the Mo boat.

Thickness of iridium layer was monitored using a quartz crystal thickness

monitor (PIME HIVAC CTM 200). In the final stage, the samples were taken from

the chamber and loaded in the annealing tube which is then subjected to high

vacuum (104 mbar) annealing for lhr. In order to investigate the properties of
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films formed at different temperatures, the stack layers were annealed at

temperatures \'iz., 373 K, 423 K, 473 K, 573 K, 673 K and 723 K. Heating rate was

3 K/min, using the temperature controller (Digicon). Hereafter the annealed films

were labeled as ISIOO, ISl50, lS200, IS300, IS400 and lS450 respectively in

accordance with temperature. In all the samples,’ thickness of a-Se and In was

same.

4.3.2 Preparation of Copper selenide thin films

Here procedure was exactly similar to that of preparation of indium

selenide except that the SEL structure deposited was Glass/a-Se/Cu. Only one type

of sample was prepared to analyse the nature of the films formed due to solid-state

reaction between Cu and Se during annealing. Annealing temperature was 473 K

for lh. Thickness of copper film was 200 A and corresponding weight taken for

evaporation was 30 mg. In this case also, selenium films used were triple dipped

films of thickness 5000 A.

4.4 Characterization

Both indium selenide and copper selenide films were characterized using

different techniques. Detailed studies were done on indium selenide while copper

selenide films were characterized structurally and optically.

4.4.1 Characterization of Indium selenide

General appearance of the annealed films was first analysed visually.

Surface topography of the films was examined using SEM. Structural studies of

samples were performed using XRD and compositional analysis was done using

XPS. Optical properties were studied using optical absorption spectrum and

Electrical characterization was done by conductivity and Hall measurements.

4.4.1.1 Visual appearance

After unloading from annealing chamber, samples were checked that

whether there were any scratches present due to handling etc. Then films without

any scratch were carefully examined by naked eye to observe the presence of

pinholes and other non-uniformities. Uniform samples free from pinholes were

selected for further analysis. ISl00 was deep red in colour and films fonned at
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higher temperature were golden yellow. Also, transparency of the films increased

with increase in temperature.

4.4.1.2 Thickness

Thickness of the films ISl00 and IS400 was measured using stylus method.

These two films were selected for the measurement on the basis of structural and

optical studies. Thickness of ISl00 was on the average 0.8 ;.1. The stylus profile

showed a fluctuating signal on the surface of the film indicating that the surface

was not uniform. In the case of IS400, thickness was ~0.4 u having uniform

surface.

4.4.1.3 SEM

Analysis of surface topography using SEM was done on films of good

structural properties, as verified from XRD. The samples selected were ISIOO,

IS200 and IS400 and corresponding rnicrographs are shown in figures 4.l (a). (b)

and (c) respectively. All are taken in the same magnification; >< 10,000. Granular

shaped grains are very clear in the case of ISl00. In the case of IS200, laterally

spread liquid drop like microcrystallites are observed. IS400 shows spherical

shaped grains. Average grain size estimated from the micrographs is about 0.2 um

in the case of IS 100 and IS400.

4.4.1.4 XRD

Results of structural analysis of the films formed at different temperatures

are given in fig. 4.2. Scan range for 20 values was from l5—50° at a rate of 5°/min.

XRD pattern of as-deposited Se-In stack layers shows (fig. 4.2 (a)) only a single

peak corresponding to In layer at 20=32.8° (d='-2.72 A) [JCPDS 5-646] and the

selenium film is amorphous in nature, as mentioned in chapter 3. However, ISl00

and ISl50 have two peaks at 2e=23.3° (d=3.80 A) and 2e=29.6° (d=3.01 A)

corresponding to planes (101) and (204) of 7- In2Se3 as seen in fig. 4.2(b) and (c)

respectively [JCPDS 40-1407]. No distinct peaks are present in IS200 and IS300 as

evident from fig. 4.2(d) and (e) and XRD pattern of IS400 and IS450 are illustrated

in fig. 4.2 (f) and (g) respectively. They show well-defined peaks at 29=l6.9°
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Figure 4.1: Scanning Electron Micrograph of
(a) ISIOO; (b) IS200; (c) IS4OO
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All these observations are summarized in the table given below:

1 _ g _g(_ (degrees)  (A)
‘7Sample T 29 8 8 ill-value 1,(hkl) A Identified  Reference

Jhass . .  _

1

1

In-Se as . 32.8 2.72
*_Pr¢2@r¢§.‘

- .1
(100) , In 1 JCPDS
_ -- ifl . _- _, 52646

- 1

_J
ISl00
and
ISl50
IS200
and

Issoo

23.3
29.6

3.80
3.01

No distinct peaks observed

(204) 1
((101)  7 fcPDs 7 7 ' 1

(J

1

.11

IS400
and
lS450

16.9
24.6
27.5
29.2
30.3
37.5
43.9

5.24
3.61
3.24
3.05
2.94
2.39
2.06

fir

(102)
(1 10)
(000)
(201)
(202)
(205)
(300)

'Y- IHQSC3

JCPDS
40- 1407

Q  _. ‘.47-6 ,1-95 - (Q13) is .  “ . - 2
Table 4.1: XRD analysis of as-prepared and annealed In-Se stack layers

(d=5.24 A), 20=24.6 (d=3.6l A), 20=27.s- (d=3.24 A), 2e=29.2 (d==3.05 A),

20=30.3 (d=2.94 A), 20=37.5 (d=2.39 A), 20=43.9 (d=2.06 A), 20=47.6 (d=l.95

A). These peaks are coinciding with that of 7-In2Se3 phase Planes corresponding to

these d-values are (102), (110), (006), (201), (202), (205), (300) and (208)

respectively [JCPDS 40-1407] [17].

4.4.1.5 XPS

XPS profile montage of lSl00, IS150'and IS400 are shown in fig. 4.3(a),

4.4(a), 4.5(b) respectively. Spectra for all the ‘samples were recorded for 25 cycles,

which is equivalent to AH sputtering time of 25 minutes. Each cycle corresponds

to etching of 100 /3. layer of the film. In all the spectra, binding energies (BE) of In

3d5/2 and Se 3d;/2 levels are at 445 eV and 54.8 eV respectively. BE of Se (3d5/2

electron) in elemental state and ln2Se3 states are 55.5-55.6 eV and 54.8 eV

respectively. Similarly, BE of In (3d5)2 electron) in elemental and 1n;Se3 states are

443.8 eV and 444.8 eV [18]. From the values of BE obtained in XPS analysis, it is

clear that the films formed at different temperatures are In;Se3. Depth profile of the

film proves that the presence of In and Se peaks of from surface to substrate region

is more or less uniform. This is inferred from the uniform height of the respective
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peaks. In all the films, the profile montage shows that there is no oxygen present

except at the surface which is corresponding to adsorbed oxygen. The plot of

atomic concentration vs. sputtering time shows, depth-wise composition of the

films and are depicted in fig. 4.30»), 4.4(b), 45(5) for IS100, ISl50 and 15400

respectively. All the films were deposited on SnO; to provide a low resistive

substrate to avoid BE shifi due to charging effect of highly insulating glass. Depth

wise composition shows both indium and selenium are present uniformly through

the depth, in the same ratio. The rate of sputtering chosen was with respect to SiO;

so that ratio of Si:O detected was 1:2. There may be preferential sputtering of VI

group elements compared to metal atoms which will naturally results in lower

percentage of those elements.

4.4.1.6 Optical characterization

Wavelength dependence of transmittance and optical absorption of the

films in the range, 400-1500 nm are depicted in fig. 4.6 and 4.7 respectively. There

is significant difference in optical band gap for films formed at different

temperatures as seen in the spectra. For all the films the fundamental absorption

edge is due to direct transition as indicated by the linear nature of plot of (othv)2 on

hv (fig. 4.8), where (1 is absorption coefficient at an energy of hv deduced from

fig.4.7. Eg value of the films varies in the range 1.84-2.47 eV. For IS100 and

lS150 the value of Eg is in agreement with the reported values in the range 1.8-2

eV, for y-ln;Se3 films [19, 20, 21]. The value of Eg for IS2O0 and IS300 are 2.4 l eV

and 2.35 eV. In the case of IS400 and IS450, these are 2.25 eV and 2.09 eV

respectively. Here, value of thickness of the ‘samples is not considered, for thecalculation. i
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4.4.1.7 Electrical characterization

Electrical studies involved measurement of temperature dependence of dark

conductivity, steady state photoconductivity and Hall measurements.

i. Dark conductivity

As mentioned earlier, dark conductivity for all the films is measured as a

function of temperature in the range 50 K-300 K. For that, the films were prepared

on glass substrates. Electrical contact is made using silver paint in the fonn of two

end contacts, with a separation such that the film area for the measurement was 5

mm x 5 mm. Sample was placed in a liquid helium cryostat, using thermal grease

to avoid any thermal gradient along or across the sample. Output was measured

across two magnanin wire leads pasted on the electrodes coated on the sample,

using silver paste. Ohmic contact of silver for In;;Se3 film was checked by l-V

characteristics measurement. Cryostat was evacuated to a pressure of 10's mbar.

Sample was cooled down to 50 K and then slowly heated to 300 K at a rate of 2.5
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°K/min. Value of current at different temperatures was measured for a constant

applied voltage (20 V).

Variation of conductivity with inverse temperature is plotted in fig. 4.9.

Since thickness of all samples could not be measured, we plotted current instead of

absolute value of conductivity assuming both have same variation. Hereafter,

variation of current is taken as variation of conductivity itself. From the plot, it is

evident that the nature of variation of conductivity with temperature is similar for

all samples except IS400 and IS450. Conductivity increases very slowly with

temperature in low-temperature range (T<l60 K), but in high-temperature range

('I>l80 K) the increase is rather sharp. This is_ a general behaviour of

polycrystalline and amorphous semiconducting thin films [22]. The two types of

nd high temperature region can be due to two different

mechanisms. The high-temperature mechanism is attributed to th

behaviours in low a

ermal excitation

of charge carriers across the potential barrier at grain boundaries. Experimental

data for this range (T>l8O K) can be fitted to a law in the form [21],
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o=ooexp—fi, where Ea IS the activation energy and T IS the absolute

temperature. Values of E, were evaluated from Arrhenius plot of conductivity (in

log scale), log (I) vs. 1000/T (fig. 4.9) and are given in table 4.2.

Low-temperature (T<l60 K) conduction process involves variable range

hopping mechanism with tunneling between states which are close inenergy [23].

This is a low activation energy process. In this case, the experimental curve can be

)4. T - - .
fitted Wl[I'lO‘ = oOTy2 exp -  , where the value of To IS related to the degree of

disorder of the semiconductor. Conductivity data are represented in fig. 4.10 as In

(I T"/’) vs. Tm. Value of To for each film wasevaluated and is given in table 4.2.
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Figure 4.10: Plot of ln (ITV2) vs. Tm for In;Se3 films formed

' Atidiifferent  ‘E.0<@v>  T.a<><1o*>*,
,_temv@ramreSamvle  it ~>   .- I’ ISIOO * 0.25 (1>1s0) 0.21

1s150 I 0.27(1>268) 0.29 It
l IS200 ~ 0.27 (1>270) I 0.80
1 IS300 0.25 ("I>290)  0.76 5*IS400 * - 0.35
* 1s450  I - I 0.30

Tab1e.4.2 Values of Ea and To for 1n;Se3 films formed
at different annealing temperatures
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ii. Photoconductivity

In order to evaluate the photovoltaic application of the material, the

electrical behaviour of the films under illumination is studied in the steady state

conditions.

Dependence of conductivity with temperature under illumination was

investigated in comparison with that in dark condition. First the sample was cooled

to 50 K and then illuminated by light radiation of intensity l5 mW/cmz. The

current value gradually increased and then attained a steady value after one minute

of illumination. At this steady state, the sample was heated at the same rate as that

in dark condition and corresponding current measurements were taken, for a

constant applied voltage, 20 V.

Variation of conductivity with inverse temperature under illumination is

illustrated in fig. 4.11, in comparison with dark current. On irradiation,

conductivity increases considerably from the dark value for all samples and behave

almost in a similar manner with increase in temperature as in dark condition. At

low temperature, conductivity under illumination exceeds the dark value by a few

orders in the case of all films except IS400 and IS450 as seen in the figure.

Variation of photosensitivity (Al/I), which is the ratio between change in

current due to illumination and dark current at each temperature, is depicted in fig.

4.12. All samples show same variation except lS400. At low temperatures, ISl00

has maximum photosensitivity and becomes minimum at room temperature

compared to other films. At room temperature better photosensitivity is for IS150.

iii. Hall measurements

Hall measurements were carried out to evaluate the type of conductivity

carrier density and mobility of charge carriers of the films. Experimental details are

given in chapter 1. A rectangular piece of sample of area 1 cmz was cut and four

point-contacts were made nearest to the comers (circumference) for electrical

connection, using silver paste. Then magnanine wire leads of the four-probe set up

were pasted at the four terminals, using silver paste. Measurement was performed

at room temperature, in high vacuum with a magnetic field applied was 2000

Gauss. It was observed that films ISl00 and ISl50 exhibit n-type conductivity

while others show weakly p-type with low carrier concentration. The measured

parameters are given in the table.
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4.4.2 Discussion on In2Se3

After annealing the Se-In stack layers in high vacuum, no traces of indium

was visually observable on the surface, for all types of samples. Before annealing,

white layer of In was seen on the surface and was opaque. Even, due to annealing

at 373 K, below the melting point of In, undiffused layer of indium could not be

observed at the surface. As the annealing temperature was increased the films

became more transparent, with golden yellow colour. Film formed at 373 K is

more thick compared to those formed at 673 K. This shows that there is gradual
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decrease in thickness with increase in armealing temperature due to the evaporation

of both in and selenium at higher temperatures [24].

Crystallographic studies show that the phase formed at all temperatures is

hexogonal 7-ln;Se3. Fig.4.2 shows that 7-In;Se3 formed at 373 K consists of (104)

plane. At 423 K, (201) plane grows with expense of (104) plane. At 673 K and 723

K, all planes except those present at 373 and 423 K are distinguishable.

Amorphous nature of films formed at 473 K and 573 K can be considered as the

intermediate state of reorientation of grains, which leads to the growth of all planes

at high temperature at the expense of those present at low temperatures. SEM of

IS200 also supports the intermediate process of reorientation at 473 K and 573 K

(fig. 4.1).

Compositional analyses shows that, ln:Se ratio approaximately remains the

same at all temperature except at 373  BE of ln3d5/2 and Se3d5;2 levels are

coinciding with that of In;Se3, in all the films. XPS profile montage and depth-wise

compositional analysis, (fig. 4.3, 4.4 and 4.5), supports that interlayer mixing of Se

and In and subsequent solid-sate reaction between them induced by annealing

results in the formation of In2Se3 films uniformly.

Optical characterization explicitly shows a shift in band gap for the films

formed at different annealing temperatures. This can be correlated to the structural

differences of the films. Eg value, (1.8 eV) for film fonned at 373 K, coincides

with the reported value of polycrystalline y-phase. For the films formed at 473 and

573 K, band gap is higher (fig. 4.8). This may be due to the poor crystallinity of the

films as seen in XRD leading to quantum size effect [25]. It is also observed that

absorbance value varies according to crystallinity of the films. Eg value of IS4O0

and lS450 are slightly higher than that of IS100. This increase may be

corresponding to decrease of localized states near the mobility edge due to

improvement in crystallinity at high temperature [26].

Temperature dependence of dark conductivity (fig. 4.9) indicates two

mechanisms for the conduction process in the measured range of temperature.

Low-temperature (T<l80 K) mechanism is attributed to variable range hopping

between localized states as described earlier. The disorder parameter To (Table.
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4.2), increases with decrease in ciystallinity, in agreement with XRD analysis. In

samples formed at 673 K and 723 K, the main conduction process is hoping

mechanism as seen in inset of fig. 4.9, in the measured range of temperature. The

high-temperature process is attributed to thermally activated conduction across the

grain boundaries. The activation energy for all the films is approaximately 0.25 eV,

for ISI00, ISl50, lS200 and IS300 showing that same mechanism is contributing

for the high-temperature conduction process. It is well known that the electrical

properties of polycrystalline semiconductor films are affected by potential barrier

scattering at grain boundaries. Trapping of charge carriers by interface states at

boundaries sets up potential barriers which cause band bending. As a result, current

flow is limited by thermionic emission over the barrier at high temperature [27].

From hall measurements, carrier concentration decreases with increase in

annealing temperature, which increases the grain boundary potential barrier width.

Hence thermally activated conduction process occurs in such samples at higher

temperature. This supports shift of high~temperature mechanism towards the higher

temperature with increase in annealing temperature (Fig. 4.10).

n-type nature of In2Se3 may be attributed to the presence of excess indium

or interstitial indium atoms [28]. In the case of ISIOO, the low temperature

annealing may result in slightly higher concentration of In near the surface. This

excess indium may be remaining as interstitial making it n-type. In the case of

other samples, indium is evaporated from the film due to annealing and also,

diffusion process is more effective at high temperature. As a result, the ratio In:Se

decreases towards the depth which is clear from fig. 4.5(b) and 4.6(a). Hence. n

type nature decreases with annealing temperature and films show slightly p-type

nature due to indium vacancies. Reduced thickness for films IS4O0 may also be

due "to evaporation of indium. Redistribution of gap states at higher temperatures

may also increases resistivity of films. Highly insulating nature of ‘Y-1113863

polycrystalline films of all distinct peaks was already reported earlier [28].

From the studies on photosensitivity, sample ISl50 has maximum

photosensitivity at room temperature.
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4.4.3 Characterisation of copper selenide

Structural, compositional and optical properties of the annealed Se/Cu slack

layers were analysed using XRD, XPS and absorption and transrnision spectra.

4.4.3.1 XRD

Crystallographic change taking place due to annealing process in Se/Cu

bilayer is illustrated in fig. 4.13. Fig 4.l3(a) and (b) show XRD patterns of Se/Cu

layers before and after annealing respectively. Figure 4.13 (a) has a very small

peak at 29=3{).7° (d=2.88 A). This corresponds to.(l00) plane of Cu [JCPDS 4

0836]. ln the case of annealed sample, two peaks at 29=26.9° (d==3.32 A) and

2644.6? (d=2.03 A) correlated to the to.-cubic phase of Cu;-,.Se [JCPDS 6-0680]

[29]. Planes corresponding to these d-values are (l l l) and (220) as indicated in the

figure.
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Figure 4.13: XRD pattern of Se-Cu stack bilayer
(a) before annealing (b) afier annealing
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4.4.3.2 XPS

This technique was used to find out the composition of the films formed by

annealing Se/Cu stack layers. XPS profile montage of the film is given in fig 4.14

(a). It was observed that there is a shift of ~5 eV for all the peaks due to charging

effect as a result of insulating nature of glass substrate. From the figure, BE of Cu

2pm and 2p3;; are 952.2 and 932.5 eV, and that of Se3d5;; is 54 eV respectively.

Comparing these values with analysis that has done in section 2.3.3, the film

formed is Cu;-,Se.

The depth profile of atomic concentration (fig.4.l4 (b)) shows that ratio of

Cu/Se is approaximately 3:1. However, the exact ratio Cu:Se in the film was

analysed by comparison with standard CuSe powder (Soekawa Chemical) as 2:1.

4.4.3.3 Optical properties

Transmission spectrum of Cu;-xSe formed by annealing Se/Cu stack layers

is as shown in fig.4.l5. There is a maximum for transmission at wavelength -4900

nm. Decrease of transmission below 900 nm corresponds to absorption due to band

to band transition. Again, the decrease of transmission above 900 nm can be

attributed to free carrier absorption [30]. From spectral dependence of optical

absorbance, (othv)2 is found out and plotted against hv as depicted in fig. 4.16.

Linear nature of the plot indicates that the fundamental transition is direct. The

band gap (Eg) evaluated from the plot is 1.78 eV, which is slightly less than the

reported value obtained for chemical bath deposited Cu;.,Se [30]. This can be

attributed to the variation of ‘x’ with respect to preparation conditions. Also, since

the films were formed at higher temperature which may lead to better crystallinity.

This can reduce band gap value [31].
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4.4.4 Discussion on Cu2Se

In the case of copper selenide, XRD studies (fig.4.l3) reveal that it is

formed through solid-state reaction between Cu and Se induced by annealing at

473 for lhr. XPS analysis also supports the inter layer diffusion process, uniformly

across the thickness of the sample.
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Deviation of band gap value (1.8 eV) from the reported value may be due

to the variation non-stoichiometric index ‘x ’ for the films fomied by this method

from that of those formed by other techniques.

4. 5 Conclusion

In;Se3 films were successfully- prepared by annealing stack layers

consisting of chemically deposited Se and vacuum evaporated In. Structural,

morphological, compositional and optical properties of films formed at different

annealing temperatures were studied. Structural studies revealed that 7-ln;;Se3 films

containing (104) and (201) planes are formed at 373 K and 423 K while same

phase consists with other planes were formed at higher temperatures. XPS depth

profile shows that there is uniform interlayer mixing of In and Se induced by

annealing. Dark conductivity was found to be maximum for those films.

Depending on the annealing temperature, the films exhibit p-type and n-type

conductivity. Films formed at 423 K were found to be good for PV application.

Copper selenide thin films were also successfully prepared using chemical

bath deposited a~Se by SEL technique. Structural, compositional and optical

characterization of films fomed due to annealing Se/Cu stack layer at 473 K were

analysed. It could be inferred that the a-Se from CBD can be used for preparation

of binary selenides by SEL technique.
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CHAPTER 5

DEPOSITION OF COPPER INDIUM SELENIDE THIN FILMS

THROUGH MULTISTAGE PROCESSES AND

CHARACTERIZATION

5.1. Introduction

Even though the importance of CuInSe; film in the field of photovoltaics is

well accepted, a convenient method of preparation which can be used for large

scale production has not yet been evolved. In this chapter we are presenting

simple selenisation process, using chemical bath deposited amorphous selenium

thin films for the preparation of CuInSe2 films. Here, we tried to avoid the usage of

selenium vapour or H;Se gas, which are extremely toxic. Instead, the selenium

layer is deposited using simple chemical process in which no gases are used. We

developed different methods to deposit CIS films using hybrid processes. In all

these processes, selenisation is done using selenium film deposited from chemical

bath. Two methods are described here in detail. One method is Stacked Elemental

Layer (SEL) technique of annealing the multilyer having structure Se/In/Cu.

Second method is thermal diffusion of Cu into In;;Se3 film.

5.2 Part A: SEL process

SEL technique involves induced solid-state reaction between elements

constituting the stacked layers by inter layer diffiision process. There are several

reports on the preparation of thin films binary and temary selenides using this

technique. Adurodija et al [1] reported CIS preparation by annealing vacuum

evaporated Se/In/Cu stacked layers. They analysed in detail the reaction

mechanism involved during CuInSe; formation. Here, structural and optical

properties of the as-deposited elemental stacklayers are compared with that of

annealed Se/In/Cu stack layers at different temperatures to analyse growth process

of CuLnSe;. Also, the process is analysed with variation in Cu/In ratio in the film

formed at optimized annealing temperature using the above techniques.
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5.2.1 Preparation

Substrates used were preheated and well-cleaned micro glass slides.

Procedure for cleaning and other details are described in earlier chapter 3.

The whole process of CIS film preparation in the present work involved

three steps. In the first step, selenium films of required thickness (here, 5000 .3.)

were deposited as described in section 3.3.2. Thickness of selenium layer was

chosen such that CIS film formed will be nearly stoichiometric with Cu:In:Se ratio

1:1:2. In the second stage, indium layer of thickness, 350 A and copper layer of

thickness, 200 A were vacuum evaporated sequentially on the selenium layer such

that the ratio, (Cu+In)/Se ~l in the sample. Structure of the elemental stack layers

obtained was Se/In/Cu with selenium forming the lower layer on glass or SnO;

coated glass substrate. In the final stage, the stack layers were annealed in vacuum

at different temperatures for 1 h. The rate of heating was always kept at 3 K/min

and annealing temperatures were 423 K, 473 K, 573 K and 673 K. During

annealing, sample was kept at 423 K for lhr, near the melting point of indium,

before reaching the final temperature. This may cause the formation of Cu-In alloy

[2] and subsequent selenisation by the Se layer at higher temperatures leading to

the fomiation of CIS films. This intermediate annealing at 423 K helped to prevent

indium globules formation. The same problem could also be reduced by deposition

of Cu on indium to some extent [3]. High vacuum (l0'5 mbar) was maintained

during annealing process. Films formed at different temperatures were analysed

using various techniques. The annealed films at different temperatures are named

as ClSl5O, ClS200, CIS250, ClS300 and ClS400. In this study the Cu/In ratio was

fixed at 1.3 (assuming slightly greater than l).

In order to analyse compositional dependence on growth process, films

were prepared by varying Cu/In ratio in the stack layers. ‘This was done by

changing the thickness of Cu layer keeping thickness of indium layer the same at

350 A. The ratio was calculated knowing the values of density and molecular

weight of Cu (8.9 g/cc and 63.54 respectively) and In (7.3 g/cc and ll-1.8

respectively) and distance from the source to substrate is 15 cm.
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Amount of indium was 40 mg in Mo boat. The calculated Cu/In ratio for

different weights of Cu were 10 mg (0.5), 20 mg (0.9), 25 mg (1.1), 30 mg (1.3),

35 mg (1.6) and 40 mg (1.8) for evaporation. Hereafter, these samples were labeled

as CISO.5, CISO.9, CISl.l, ClSl.3, CISl.6 and ClSl.8 respectively. Films having

Cu/In ratio >1 are called Cu-rich films and when the ratio is <1, In- rich films.

Cu/in stack layers was deposited on to three substrates (coated with selenium)

simultaneously.

' 0
Morphological, structural and compositional changes taking place in the

multilayer, Se/In/Cu during annealing leading to the formation of CIS were

analysed using different techniques. Also, SET. process'was tried with multilayer

structure Se/Cu/In with Cu/In~ 1.3 and analysed using XRD.

A few samples were prepared on_SnO; coated glass substrate since some

techniques require conducting substrates for avoiding charging effect due to highly

insulating nature of glass substrate. Films having Cu/In 21.3 show semi-metallic

nature. These films were treated with NaCN solution and structural, optical and

electrical properties the films were studied. ~

5.2.2 Characterization

5.2.2.1 Thickness

Thickness of a representative sample -CISl.3 was measured using surface

profilometer. Measured thickness was 0.5 um as shown in fig.A

5.2.2.2 Morphology

Surface morphology of CISl.3 film deposited on glass substrate and SnO;

coated glass substrate are given in figure 5.1(a) and 5.l(b) respectively. Granular

shaped grains are clear in these films. A ‘few void-like stnictures are observed in

these films, which is present during seleniumideposition as depicted in fig 3.2 in

section 3.4.3. On SnO; no such voids are present. As far as device fabrication is

concerned, presence of voids is not at all desirable. Furthermore, in the device

fabrication, CuInSe; films will be deposited on transparent conducting oxides such

as SnO; or ITO. This implies that presence of voids in films on glass is not very

important when the quality of film for device fabrication is concemed.
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(8)

(b)

Figure 5.1 Scanning Electron Micrograph of
(a) CISl.3 on glass substrate (b) CISl.3 on SnO; coated glass
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Important when the quality of films for device fabrication is concerned.

5.2.2.3 Structure

Figure 5.2 shows XRD patterns»_ of Se/In/Cu stack layers annealed at

different temperatures, drawn with same intensity scale. XRD spectrum of un

annealed Se/In/Cu film (fig. 5.2(a)) exhibits the peaks corresponding to (101) plane

(d=2.72 A) of metallic In [JCPDS 5-646]. Absence of peaks of Cu or Se, implies

that as-prepared Se and Cu layers were amorphous in nature. Fig.5.2 (b) shows that

film CIS150 consists of peaks corresponding to phases of crystalline Se, Cur>ln4

alloy and In;Se3. The XRD peak at 20 = 28.05 ° (d=3. 17 A), 29, 29.2 ° (d=3.05 A)

and 31° (d=2.88 A) coincide with that of Cu9In4 alloy [JCPDS 2-1178, 42-1476]. A

relatively weak peak at d = 3.05 A is also present due to the formation of ln;Se; as

mentioned in the sec.4.4. Hence, in fig.5.2(b) the strong peak at d = 3.05 A can be

attributed due to the presence of CuqIn4 alloy and In2Se3 phases. For the sample,

ClS200 (fig.5.2(c)), peaks corresponding to chalcopyrite CuInSe; at 26 values

26.55 ° (d=3.34 A) and 44.1 (d=2.04 A) along with Cu9In4 are present [(JCPDS

23~206), 4, 5, 6]. In the case of films ClS250, CIS300 and CIS400 additional peak

of CuInSe2 at 29 = 52.5° (d=l.74 A) is present along with other peaks as depicted

in figures 5.2(d), 5.2(e) and 5.2(i) respectively. For all the phases formed at

different temperatures, planes of orientation are marked in the figure.

XRD spectrum of the multilayer Se/Cu/In annealed at 673 K is shown in

figure 5.3, which shows the presence of CuInSe; and Culn alloy.

Growth of CuInSe; film with increase of Cu/In ratio is depicted in fig. 5.4.

For the film CISO.3, XRD shows a small peak corresponding to d value of 3.34 A,

which is the most prominent peak of CIS film in chalcopyrite phase as given in fig.

5.4(a). Also“, there is an indication of peak at d = 2.04 A. All the three peaks

corresponding to CuInSe; phase are present in the film CISO.5 as seen in fig.

5.4(b). In the case of ClS0.9, CISl.l, CISl.3 and CISl.6, as Cu/In ratio increases,

intensity of all the peaks increases as shown in figures 5.4(c), (d), (e) and (i)

respectively. For film CIS1.8, peak intensity decreases, which is evident in fig.

5.4(g) (All the plots are drawn for same intensity scale). Variation of grain size
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with Cu/In ratio is illustrated in table 5.1 by comparing FWHM values

corresponding to (112) planes of the respective films obtained from the XRD.
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Sample
-1- -2' __t~_

1 cu/In FWHM 1016165116 )

1

C1S0.3

C1S0.5

CISO.9

C1S1.1

C1S1.3

C1S1.6

C1S1.8 1. >

0.3

Z 0.5
0.9

~ 1.1
1.3

0.646

0.583 I
0524 1
0521

0520 .
0516
0526 *

72.2

79.8

88.9

89.34

89.51

90.207

88.49

Table 5.1 Compaiison 0fFW1-IM values with Cu/In ratio
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5.2.2.4 Compositional analysis

From the above analysis, CuInSe; film growth is significant when the ratio

is greater than 0.5. Hence compositional studies were confined in samples ClS0.9,

ClSl.Iand CISl.3. XPS technique was used for depth-wise compositional analysis.

Experimental details are described elsewhere in earlier chapters.

Profile montage of as-prepared Se/In/Cu (un annealed ClSl.3) stack layers

is given in fig. 5.5(a). BE of Cu 2pm, In 3d5'2 and Se 3d5/2 are 932.8, 444.7 and

55.5 eV which corresponds to the respective elemental state [7]. Three distinct

layers of Cu, In and Se are clearly observed in the spectrum. Depth profile of

atomic concentration of the sample also shows Cu/In/Se_ layers from the surface to

the substrate as seen from fig. 5.5(b). Copper is found to be diffused slightly into

the depth even in the as-prepared conditions. Selenium concentration in the sample

is always less due to preferential sputtering effect as mentioned in preceding

chapters.

Figure 5.6(a) shows the profile montage for sample CISO.9. Here, BE of Cu

2pm and In 3d5/2 have no appreciable shift from the value in elemental state.

However, BE of Se 3d5'2 level is lowered by I eV to value 54.5 eV which

corresponds to BE value in CuInSe; [7]. Similar case is reported for amorphous

CuInSe2 films prepared using flash evaporation, by Sakata et al., [8]. Figure 5.6(b)

giving depth profile of composition reveals that Cu and In diffilse into Se layer

leading to the formation of CuInSe; film due to annealing. Cu/In ratio obtained

from the plot is about 0.8, which is nearer to that of the gravimerric calculation.

For the films having Cu/In ratio 1.1, XPS profile montage and depth profile

of atomic concentration is expressed by figures 5.7(a) and 5.7(b) respectively. The

ratio of Cu/In ratio from the graph is ~l.l6.

Similar behavior is observed in the case-of films having Cu/In ratio l.3 as

expressed in figures 5.8(a) & (b). Diffusion of. Cu, In and Se are uniform through

the depth and the ratio is almost same as 1.3.
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5.2.2.5 Optical characterization

The optical properties of polycrystalline thin films can vary due to grain

boundary and compositional effects. In recent years, optical properties of CulnSe2

films near and above fundamental absorption edge were studied by many groups

[9, 10]. Spectral dependence of the ElbSOI'plllOI1.COCfflCl6I1I and the band gap energy

values of CIS films are related to Cu:ln:Se stoichiometry and growth parameters

[9, 10, ll].

Optical transmittance of CuInSe2 films formed at different temperatures

were analysed in the wavelength range 400-1800 nm. Films with wide range of

composition, CISO.5, C1S0.9, CISl.1, CISl.3 are studied in the same range to

evaluate transmittance, absorption coefficient and band gap energy.

Wavelength dependence of transmittance of ClS150, CIS200, CIS250

ClS300 and CIS400, films formed at different temperatures are shown in fig. 5.9.

For all the films, Cu/In ratio was 1.3. From the figure it is clear that as annealing

temperature increases there is a rapid change in the transmittance near the

absorption edge (~ 1200 nm) as 0.94 eV (shown in fig. 5.12(b)). This value is in

agreement with the reported value of CuInSe; film.

Compositional dependence of transmission and absorption spectra of CIS

films are illustrated in fig. 5.10 and fig. 5.11 respectively. For all the films there is

a rapid decrease in transmittance value near the absorption edge. Also, it is very

clear that % transmittance of films gradually decreases while or increases with

increase in Cu/In ratio.

Eg value for all the samples are evaluated from the plot of (othv)2 vs. hv

and marked in the fig. 5.1 l. Linear dependence of (ahv)2 on hv near the band edge

shows that CIS is a direct band gap material. Eg values for In-rich films, C1S0.5,

CISO.9 are 1 and 0.97 eV respectively.-In the case of Cu-rich films, CISl.l and

CIS1.3, the values are 0.96 and 0.94 eV respectively. These values are close to the

reported values for Cu-rich and In-rich films [11, 12, 13].
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From the figure, it is observed that Eg value decreases with increase in

Cu/In ratio. Band gap tailoring due to high defect density is obsen/ed for Cu/In

I36

ratio 1.1 and this becomes more significant for the ratio 1.3.
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5.2.2.6 Electrical characterization

The electrical parameters of CuInSe; films are dominated by native defects

resulting from deviations from stoichiometric compositions. These defects may be

interstitials and vacancies [14, 15,]. Recently, Rincon et al., reported detailed

studies on theoretical approach of electrical activity and activation energy of

various possible intrinsic defects in the material and compared with experimental

data [I6]. In other words, conductivity depends o_n_composition of the films.

Electrical activity of the defects detemiines the -type of conductivity.

Various possible intrinsic defects in CuInSe; and their corresponding electrical

activities are given in the table.5.2. p-type conductivity is achieved either by cation

vacancies or anion interstitials. n-type conductivity is due to either anion vacancies

or by cation interstitials. In general, Cu/(In+Se) ratio is the criteria, which

determines the type of conductivity. If the selenium pressure is remained constant

during formation of CulnSe; film, then, Cu/In ratio is the main parameter, which

controls the conductivity of the films. Cu-rich films are generally p-type and In

rich films are n-type. In the former case, the antisitic defect Cu;,, (copper in place

of indium) and In vacancy (Vin) act as acceptor levels contributing holes for p-type

conductivity. In the latter case, Inc“ is the major defect which act as donor level

contributing n-type carriers.

Native point defect 1 Electrical Acivity[ ‘ l
Cur, Sec“, Ins, ‘ Single donor I

V5,, Inc“ i Double donorI IIn; Triple donor I
I

Y Vcu, Sem, Cus, Single acceptor \
Sci, Cum Double acceptor
V1,, Triple donor

Table 5.2: Various possible native defects in CuInSe2
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Dark conductivity, photoconductivity and hall measurements were carried

lectrical parameters of CuInSe; film with various Cu/lnout to investigate the e

ratios.

52.2.6.1 Dark conductivity i
In the present study, temperature dependence of conductivity (0) was

measured in the range, l0-300 K. For that, CuInSe2 films of various Cu/In ratio

were prepared on glass substrate. Experimental details were described in

sec.4.4.l.7. Ohmic nature of Ag contact was checked by measuring l-V

characteristics. Then the cryostat was evacuated to vacuum of l0'5 mbar. The

sample was cooled down to 50 K and then slowly heated to 300 K at a rate of 2.5

K/min. The current measurements were taken at different temperatures. Knowing

the sample thickness (0.4 um) and separation between electrodes (5 mm),

conductivity at each temperature is calculated. Similar measurements were carried

out for films having Cu/In ratio 0.9, 1.1 and 1.3.

' * of
i. Cu/ln~0.9

Figure 5.13 shows the plot of variation of conductivity (0) with ll'lV€I'SL

temperature for film CISO.9.
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lt is clear that there are two distinct regions in the plot as in the casc of

indium selenide samples contributing different conduction mechanisms in the

range l0-300 K. The two regions can be analysed separately as in the casc of

In;Se3 samples (sec. 4.4.l.7)

In the temperature ranges T> .250 K, the curve can be fitted to the

expression,

0 = ooexp(—kT

E, is the activation energy and 0;, is the pre-exponential conductivity [17]. This is

clear from the fig. 5.14 (a) where 0' Vs 1000/T is a straight line (log scale).

Activation Energy, Ea is found out from the slope of the straight line as 300 meV.

This activation energy is indicative of grain boundary limited diffusion process

[I8].

. T 7 7*’ T 7 K i K imfm 7’ 7*]" l
‘l

l7 ll .0 lmo"? "0,Il '0. l
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J 14
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1000fT (K")

Figure 5.14 (a): Variation of dark conductivity with temperature of CISO.9 film

In the low temperature range, 160 K< T >50 K, the weak dependence of

conductivity on temperature is given in the plot (fig. 5.l4(b)), curve can be

approximated to the following expression which describes the impurity band

conduction by hopping mechanism,
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>4

o = oOT'%exp —

where -_-[§- IS the parameter indicative of the hopping mechanism and To IS related

to the disorder of the material. Hence at this temperature range, io Ty

F-IV
<
5"

/--3
--l

‘XLI

is a straight line as shown in the figure.

From the plot, To is calculated as 720 K; This shows that IT? >1 which is

the criteria for the hopping mechanism and it is satisfied here [19].

3x10-s  g _ _A_ __fi_i_g______ I
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Figure 5.14 (b): (OT)/2) vs. (T'%) plot of CuInSe; films with CISO.9

ii. Cu/In-1.1

Variation of conductivity with temperature for sample CISl.1 is shown in

the fig. 5.15. In this case conductivity gradually increases as temperature increases.

Figure.5.l6 illustrates the semilogarithmic plot of conductivity vs. inverse of

temperature. There are two activation energies obtained from the plot. 15 meV at

temperature range T>I60 K and 7 meV for the range T<l5O K.
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ii. Cu/In -1.3

The variation of conductivity with temperature in the range 50 -300 K For

ClSl.3 is illustrated in the fig.5.l7. ‘From the graph, it is observed that,

conductivity decreases with temperature. Hence, the films show pseudometallic

nature. This can be attributed to the decrease of mobility due to phonon-assisted

scattering occurring for the charge carriers [19, 20].
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Figure 5.17: Conductivity vs. inverse temperature for CIS1.3

51.2.6.2 Hall Effect

Compositional dependence of electrical. parameters such as resistivity (p),

mobility (u) and carrier concentration (n or p) studied by hall measurement data

are given in table 5.4. Theoretical and experimental details are described in chapter

l. From the results. it is clear that when Cu/In ratio is 0.9, the films are slightly p

type. As the ratio increases, film becomes more p-type and finally when the ratio is

1.3 the films exhibit degenerate p-type nature. In the case of CISO.9, p-type nature

may be due to copper vacancies [18, 21]. For CIS1.1 and C1S1.3, possible

acceptor levels are Cum and V1“. However, formation energy of V“, is larger

compared to Cum [22].

all iSampl<-:2!‘ ll resistivity(p) mobility (|,i)  Hall coeff. .1 carrier  Type of p

it Ohm cm  (cm2V"s'l) (c'm"C") l density(cm'3) l carriers 1

A c1s1.1  l.58><10'2  0.0? it 2.3><i0'* 2.7><i0‘°  MP .
c1s1.3 T 5.0><i0"‘ T002 Til 0.62><10-2  10*’ 2  215 A

Table 5.4: Hall measurement data on CIS of various compositions
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5.2.2.6.3 Photoconductivity

Investigation of photoconductive properties is very important from both

basic as well as application point of view. In the present study, conductivity due to

illumination and decay after cutting off illumination are carried out for films with

various compositions. For that, sample of same size as dark conductivity

measurement was prepared. Sample was illuminated using a tungsten halogen

lamp. Intensity of illumination was 80 mW/cmz. Conductivity under illumination

and the decay pattern after illumination is plotted using SMU and ICS software as

described in chapter 4.

Figure 5.18 depicts the photoresponse_of the film, ClS0.9. The light is

tumed on at A and after 60 s of illumination the light is switched off at B. From the

graph it is seen that during illumination current through the sample gradually

increases and reaches a saturation value. At the instant of cutting off the

illumination, current decays to its dark value. In this case, photocurrent (Al) is 0.5

uA.

Photoresponse of the film ClSl.l is illustrated in fig.5.l9. Here,

photocurrent is 6 pA.which is one order in magnitude larger than that of Cu/ln

ratio 0.9. Also, decay is slower than that of film with Cu/ln ratio 0.9.
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5.2.2.7 Analysis on NaCN treated films

Pal et al., and others [23, 24] reported.that degeneracy of highly Cu-rich

film is due to the formation of Cu2Se as subphase in the grain boundary and

surface of the film. Cu;Se could be removed by dipping in NaCN solution so that

the film becomes semiconducting.

On the basis of other reports for removing the semimetallic phases by

chemical treatments using NaCN or KCN solutions, the same procedure is tried in

the present work. The film with Cu/In ratio 1.3 was dipped in NaCN solution for

2 min and washed with distilled water and dried well in room temperature.

Visually a very few holes were present after the dipping process. XRD

pattern of the NaCN treated films shows improvement in crystallinity. This is

inferred from increased peak height and presence of weak reflections from (101)

and (211) planes as clear from fig.5.20 in comparison with that of CISl.3 (fig.5.-1).

2000 —< (112)
“ cts1.3 dipped in NaCN ll

S

f—§i

Ufirb

Qt‘

H

.4-I

nens y a

(204),(220) ‘i
(101 l (211) H <116).<312> A#**-T -—-.—.~_._._.-J\__-,-__-_- ‘.f_

0-it | — ----+-2 — 2 | ‘" —r 3 I t + A_|20 30 40 50 60
28 (degrees)

Figure 5.20: XRD pattem ofNaCN treated CulnSe; film (Cu/In ratio~l .3)
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Compositional analysis of dipped sample is done using XPS spectrum

given in fig. 5.2l(a) and (b) which show the profile montage and depthwise

percentage of atomic concentration respectively. From these figures, it is found

that copper layer near the surface (upto Sm cycle) is removed due to etching in

NaCN solution. Towards the interior, the film is Cu-rich but Cu/In ratio is lesser

than the as-prepared ClSl.3 and there is no change in ratio between In and Sc in

the film.

Optical transmittance spectrum of thejdipped film compared to the as

prepared film is shown in fig. 5.21. After dipping, the free carrier absorption is

significantly decreased which shows the lowering of defect density. ln the

absorption spectrum, the band tailing is also reduced which again supports the

reduced defect density. Band gap evaluated from the plot of (othv)2 vs.hv (fig.

5.22) is 0.96 e\/.

Hall measurements give the carrier density n=2.32><l0*6 cm'3, mobility it =

l0.4 cm3\/"s". Resistivity = 25.8 ohm cm. Temperature dependence of dark

conductivity shows semiconducting behaviour, negative temperature coefficicnt,

above 150 K as illustrated in fig.5.23. Activation energy is found out as 170 mcV.

Hence, semimetallic nature of the film when Cu/In ratio is 1.3, is removed by

treatment with NaCN solution. Photoresponse of the film also confirms the same

result as given in fig.5.24, which shows that conductivity increases under
illumination.
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5.2.3 Discussion

The SEM analysis shows granular type growth for CulnSe2 films. Average

grain size estimated from the graph is 0.2 pm. It can be inferred that surface of the

film is uniform as only few lumps or distinct growths are observed in the

micrograph.

Crystallographic studies reveal that polycrystalline CuInSe; films of

chalcopyrite structure is formed due to annealing the Se/ln/Cu stack layers at 673

K. From the XRD pattems of films formed at different temperatures, growth

process is analysed. At 423 K, major phase is Cu-In alloy along with ln;Se;,

formed by diffusion of Cu into In melt and Cu-In alloy acts as precursor for

selenisation to form CuInSe2. CuInSe; growth starts at 473 K. Growth of the phase

continues to result in improvement in crystallinity indicated by increase in peak

height. The film grows such that (112) plane, is perpendicular to the substrate.

Typical chalcopyrite CuInSe; film is formed at 673 K annealing for lh. Grain size

of the sample (ClS400) is evaluated using Debye Scherrir formula, as 150 A. This

is different from the value obtained from the SEM. Such differences were observed

by Khare et al., [25] explained this as assuming that each grain observed under the

microscope is a cluster of submicroscopic crystallites [26]. From SEM we observe

the surface morphology while XRD measurements give the average from the bulk

ofthe film. The reaction kinetics can be written as

At 423 K,

9Cu + 6ln + 3Se —> Cuglru + ln;Se3

At 473 K,

Cuglm + 3ln;Se3 + llSe+ Cu —> 10CuInSe;

At higher temperatures, the growth of CulnSe; continues until complete

interlayer mixing of these binary compounds and metals leading to single phase

CuInSe; at 673 K.

Growth of the film with compositional variation expresses that when Cu-"In

ratio is ~ 0.5, very small amount of CulnSe; is formed. As the ratio increases grain

size increases and reaches saturation when the ratio is 1.6. Many authors reported
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large grain size for Cu-rich films. When the ratio is 1.8, presence of far excess (fu

reduces the stoichiometry ofthe films resulting in reduced grain size.

XPS analysis of all the films with various composition show that the B15 of

Se 3d_<,-1 level has considerable shift from the elemental state which corresponds to

that in CulnSe; phase. Interlayer mixing of Cu, In and Se diffusion is very effective

by the annealing process [27]. This is very clear from the unifonn distribution of

Cu. ln and Se in the depth profile of the films.

Optical transmittance of films formed at different annealing temperatures

shows the growth process. Here, an onset of .decrease of transmittance of films

formed higher than 473 K shows that significant growth of CulnSe; film occurs

above this temperature, which is in agreement with the XRD analysis. This type of

growth analysis was reported by other groups [].

The increase in or with Cu concentration near the fundamental absorption

edge may be understood as perturbation of the band structure due to the presence

of defects. This perturbation is related to the quantity and nature of defects, which

include vacancies and antisites in Cu-rich material [28]. In the present case, band

gap decreases from l eV to 0.94 eV with increase in Cu/In ratio from 0.5 to 1.3.

For, Cu rich films, significant band tailing effect observed in the absorption

spectrum. The phenomenon is due to continuous distribution of defect states in

grains and grain boundaries which produces gapastates near the band edge [28, 29].

Electrical conductivity and hall measurements show that carrier

concentration increases due to which resistivity decreases, with increase of Cu/In

ratio. Temperature dependence of dark_ conductivity reveals that the activation

decreases with increase in Cu content. There is a possibility of incorporation of Cu

inclusions at the grain boundaries which may passivate the charged states occupied

at the grain boundaries [25]. Lower value of activation energy for Cu/In ~ 1.1 than

that for Cu/In~0.9 may be due to combined effect of increase in grain size and

passivation of grainboundary mentioned above. Cu-deficient films are slightly p

type and Cu-rich films are strongly p-type and becomes degenerate when Cu/In
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ratio is 1.3. Band tailing in absorption spectra for highly Cu-rich films supports the

high carrier concentration in these films. 

p-type conductivity in Cu-deficient films may be due to Vcu. In Cu-rich

films (Cu/In ratio 1.1) Cum antisites are the possible defects act as acceptor level.

V56 and Cu; (Cu-inclusions) defects are also possible in Cu-rich films. However,

since the films are p-type, these two defects are not significant. Further increase in

Cu may result increase in Cum defect or hole density. At the same time the

passivation of grain boundary by Cui may become prominent which enables the

free carrier flow and the material becomes degenerate. This Cu can also act as

recombination centers of carriers under illumination. Photoresponse is very

sensitive to variation in Cu/In ratio. PhOlIOCUITCfllI decay with time shows a

persistence of photoconductiviry (PPC). Potential barrier at the grain boundaries

may separate the charges and delay the recombination process and thus causes the

long-time relaxation. [30, 31]. Surprisingly, illumination of the film having Cu/ln

ratio 1.3 results in decrease in current. Sheinkman et al.,[33] described this

phenomena as photoelectric fatigue or type ll relaxation or negative

photoconductivity. They explained this phenomenon generally as due to some

photochemical reaction producing new recombination centers. Here, in highly Cu

rich films, presence of Cu inclusions in the grain boundary may act as

recombination center for carriers photogenerated carriers [32].

After dipping in NaCN solution grain size decreases. Treatment of Cu-rich

films removes the excess copper inclusions. from the grain boundary, which

increases the grain boundary potential. This may be the reason of increased

activation energy for these films. The film becomes semiconducting and

photoconducting property is regained.

O

5.3 Part B: Thermal diffusion of Cu into In2Se3 film

Another method for the preparation of CulnSe; films is developed which

involved annealing the bilayer consists of Cu over ln;Se3. In 1996, Zweigart ct al

reported similar process for preparing CIS films leading to highly efficient solar

cells. They achieved 14% efficiency for the cells fabricated using the films
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prepared by this method. They referred this process as ‘inverted process’ because,

in contrary to the traditional Cu-rich/Cu-poor sequences, this process starts with

extreme Cu~poor precursor, i.e., ln;Se3 [33].

5.3.1 Experimental details

The overall process consists of three steps. In the first step, indium selenide

films (ISIOO) were prepared on glass substrates as described in chapter 4. In the

next step, Cu layer of thickness 200 A was deposited on the ln;Se3 layer using

vacuum evaporation as described in sec. 5.2. Final step involved subsequent

annealing of this multilayer, ln;Se3/Cu in vacuum for lh at different temperatures

viz.,473 K, 523 K, 573 K and 673 K. Annealing conditions were same as in SEL

technique. Structural changes taking place in the multiplayer, due to annealing at

different temperatures was analysed using XRD, XPS and optical studies. The

results are described the following sections. The rate of annealing was 3 K.-‘min.

I-lere, annealing was done directly to the final temperature unlike in the SEL

technique. This type of samples are named hereafter as ClSB200, CISBZSO,

ClSB300 and ClSB400. At the optimized temperature films were prepared by

diffusion of Cu layer thickness of 150 A and 250 /3».

From structural studies of these films, annealing temperature was optimized

as 673 K. Compositional and optical characterization of the films were carried out

using XPS and optical transmission and absorption spectra. Growth process with

increase in copper content were analysed using-structural studies.

5.3.2 Characterization

5.3.2.1 Morphological studies i '
Morphology of un-annealed In;S'e3/Cu' bilayer is shown in fig.5.25 (a).

Surface nature of copper is not clear in ‘the micrograph. Distinct microscopic Cu

crystallites are not distinguishable in the micrograph. In the annealed film, granular

shaped grains are very clear (fig. 5.25 (b)).
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Figure 5.25: SEM of (a) un-annealed In2Se3/Cu (b) CISB
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5.3.2.2 XRD

158

Structural analysis of the films obtained at different annealing temperatures

was done using XRD to observe the growth process. Figure 5.26(a) shows the

XRD pattern of un-annealed In2Se3/Cu bilayer. In this graph, only one peak is

present at 28 = 23.5 0, d = 3.82 A. This corresponds to y-In2Se3 as described in

section.4.3. On annealing at 473 K, a very weak peak is arising at 28 = 26.45°, d =

3.34 Aas observed in fig.5.26(b) . There is a strong peak of Cu-In alloy is present

as in the SEL process.

As temperature increases from 473 K, three peaks of chalcopyrite CulrrSe,

are the only peaks present as depicted in graphs 5.26(c), (d) and (e). Also peak

height increases with annealing temperature. This implies an increase in volume

fraction of Culnse, phase with (112) orientation being the most predominant.

Again 673 K is found to be the optimum annealing temperature to get good

crystallinity. The temperature, 673 K is thus 'optimized as in the case of SEL

process and further studies were done on samples formed at this temperature.

Structural variations of films having various copper content are given in fig.

5.27. The peak height is minimum when the Cu thickness is 150 Aas in fig. 5.27

(a) and increases with Cu thickness and it is maximum when Cu layer thickness is

250 A. From this, Cu layer thickness 250 A was selected as optimized thickness of

the representative sample.
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5.3.2. 3 XPS

XPS profile montage and depth profile of atomic concentration of un

annealed In;Se3/Cu sample is given in figures 5.28 (a) and (b) respectively. These

profiles clearly show two distinct layers, top one is Cu and bottom layer is In;Se3

layer. The profile montage and depth profile of atomic concentration of CISB

sample are shown in fig.5.29(a) and (b) respectively. In fig.5.29(a) BE values of

Cu and In do not show any shift from the elemental state, but Se 3d5/2 shows shift

from the elemental state value of 55.5 eV to 54.5 eV. This value corresponds to BE

of Se 3d5,»-_; level in CuInSe;;. The figure reveals the uniform diffusion of Cu into

In2Se; from surface to substrate region. Depth profile of atomic concentration

shows uniform ratio of Cu, In and Se and Cu/In ratio is ~ 1.3.
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5.3.2.4 Optical Characterisation

Wavelength dependence of optical transmittance of CISB samples formed

at different temperatures is illustrated in fig. 5.31. When compared with the as

prepared ln;Se;/Cu bilayer, transmittance of annealed samples exhibit an abrupt

change near 1200 nm, band edge of CuInSe;. This change becomes prominent as

annealing temperature increases and at 673 K the behaviour is similar to that of

CuInSe;.
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Figure 5.30: Transmittance spectra of In;Se3/Cu stack layer
(a)un-annealed; (b) CISB200;(c) CISB250; (d) CISB300; (e) CISB400
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Figure 5.31: Spectral dependence absorption coefficient ofClSB sample

From these studies CulnSe2 film formed by annealing Cu/ln;Se3 bilayer

having Cu thickness 250 A at 673 K is taken as representative sample. Further

analyses were done on these films.

Variation of absorption coefficient (Cl) with hv for the sample CISB is

depicted in the fig. 5.31. Band gap of the film is evaluated from the plot of (oth\')2

Vs hv and is shown in fig. 5.32. The value obtained is 0.95 eV which is same as

the Cu-rich film formed in the SEL process. Band tailing is also significant in this

film.

5.3.2.5 Electrical charactrisation

Hall measurements were carried out on CISB samples. The electrical

parameters are resistivity = l.23><l0'3 ohm cm. mobility = 0.8 cm2V"s", charge

density = l.23><l021 cm‘3. The film showed p-type conductivity and since carrier

concentration is very high, it behaves as degenerate semiconductor as in the case of

ClSl.3 prepared by SEL process.
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Figure 5.32: Plot of(oth\/)2 vs. hv of sample CISB400

5.3.3 Discussion

The growth process is almost similar as in the case if SEL process.

Morphological studies shows that the surface of CuInSe; films formed by

annealing ln2Se3/Cu bilayer at 400 °C is uniform without any lumps like structure.

Grain size is of the order of 0.2 um as in the case of samples formed in SEL

process. XRD analysis shows that the films are formed in chalcopyrite structure.

Here also, diffusion of Cu into In2Se; layer results in Cu-In precursor which

undergo selenisation by Se-layer. Films are growing with l 12 preferred orientation.

With increase in Cu layer thickness, film grows along the same orientation. Optical

transmittance spectrum shows a gradual change in transmittance near band edge,

1200 nm. Band tailing is very clear in the absorption spectum, which is due to the

presence of high defect density. This results in high hole density. Further studies

were not done in this type of sample as it exhibits same properties as that of C lS

samples.
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5.4 Conclusion

CulnSe; thin films were prepared using two different methods. First

method was SEL technique which involves annealing process of the stacked layer

of structure Glass/a:Se/In/Cu. Second process was thermal diffusion of Cu into

ln;Se3 in which ln;Se3 films were prepared by annealing SEL structure of

Glass/a:Se/ln. Pollution free selenisation of Cu-In layer avoiding toxic gases such

as Se vapour or H;Se gas was developed to prepare CulnSe2 films. Even though

films obtained from both methods were having similar properties, first method was

chosen as convenient. Probability for selenium loss was also less in this method.
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CHAPTER 6

RECOVERY AND REUSE OF SELENIUM PRECIPITATE

FROM CHEMICAL BATH

6.1 Introduction

Real challenge in the optimization of a CBD technique for the deposition of

thin films of a particular material is to reduce the precipitate in the bath to obtain

high thin film yield. However even in the best optimized conditions, precipitate

forms a major product of the condensation process for film formation. In the case

of large area or large scale deposition, when one considers cost-effectiveness of the

process also, this becomes a major problem. Moreover treatment of the precipitate

as a waste especially in large scale process is another difficult problem when it

contains materials like selenium or cadmium.

There are different ways in which the precipitate can be used as a precursor

for other deposition techniques [l] as the compound formed in the bath is highly

stoichiometric. M.T.S. Nair et al., used CdSe precipitate from the chemical bath to

prepare CdSe/ZnO coatings by screen printing [2]. The same group used cupric

sulfide precipitate from the bath for thin film deposition, to get composite coatings

made of CuS dispersed in poly acrylic acid with propylene glycol used as a solvent

[3]. Purity of the precipitate from chemical bath is superior to the initial chemicals

in the bath because impurities whose concentrations are less than the required

quantity to fonn solid precipitate, are left behind in the solution. P.K. Nair et al.,

also reported that it is possible to use dried precipitate of bismuth sulphide from the

bath as source for vapour phase deposition [4]. In some cases, filtered precipitate is

converted into starting chemical by reacting with acids.

In the present investigation, selenium precipitate from the reaction bath for

the film deposition was recovered as to make starting solution for deposition of

selenium film. Both copper selenide and copper indium selenide films were
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prepared using these selenium films. Copper selenide films were prepared using

selenium powder from the bath. All the films were characterized using different

techniques and compared with those of films deposited using commercially

obtained selenium pellets [5].

6.2 Experimental

The precipitate formed in the bath during selenium thin film was filtered,

rinsed well in distilled water and dried in hot air oven. It was found that after

drying, red colour of the fine powder was changed to dark gray. Then, 0.2 M

Na;;SeSO3 solution was prepared using this powder as described in chapter 3.

During preparation of Na;SeSO3 solution, it was observed that the recovered

selenium precipitate was easily soluble than the powdered commercially

available pellets. Then selenium films were deposited using this solution as

explained in section 3.2, from 0.0125 M 20 ml Na;SeSO3 solution at pH ~ 4.5.

CuInSe2 films were prepared by annealing the SEL structure, Se/In/Cu as

explained in chapter 5. Hereafter the selenium film prepared using recovered

precipitate is named, as a-SeR and those prepared using commercial Se

powder as a-Se. CulnSe2 films prepared using a-Se and a-SeR are named as

CIS and CISR respectively.

With the intension of usingthe selenium precipitate from the reaction bath

for preparation of binary selenides by CBD technique, copper selenide (Cu;-\Se)

was prepared from the reaction bath consisting of aqueous solution of CuSO4,

Trisodium citrate and Na;SeSO3 described in chapter 2. Such copper selenide thin

films are named as CSR.

6.3 Characterization

Structural, compositional and optical properties of all the films were

analysed using XRD, XPS and UV-vis-NIR transmission and absorption spectral

studies.

6.3.1 XRD

XRD patterns of powdered commercial selenium and selenium powder

from the bath are shown in fig. 6.l(a) and (b) respectively. In fig. 6.1 (a) weak
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peaks at 29 values 20.75°, 23.2°, 24.8°, 28.8°, 29.5° and 31.5° and the respective

d- values calculated are 4.27, 3.83, 3.58, 3.09, 3.02 and 2.83 A. Strong peaks at 29

values 24°, 3O.2°, 4l.6°, 44.I°, 45.85°, 51.95° and 56.l5° corresponding to d

values of 3.70, 2.95, 2.16, 2.05, 1.97, 1.75 and 1.63 are present in fig. 6.1 (b). lt is

quite clear from the figure that, commercial powder exhibits monoclinic structure

[JCPDS 24-714] while recovered precipitate from CBD has hexagonal structure

[JCPDS 27-601]. Planes corresponding to the d-values are shown in the figure.
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Figure 6.1: XRD patterns of selenium powder
(a) commercial; (b) dried precipitate from CBD

(drawn in same scale)
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Crystallographic structure of CISR is illustrated in fig. 6.2 (a) in

comparison with CIS. Both are identical having three distinct peaks corresponding

to chalcopyrite phase as described in chapter 5. XRD of CSR is depicted in fig. 6.3

and this can be compared with that of CS sample depicted in chapter 2 (sec. 2.3.1,

fig.2.l). Here also, film CSR has the same peaks as that of sample CS, as cited

there.
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Figure 6.2: XRD pattem of(a) CIS (b) CISR
(same intensity scale)
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Figure 6.3: XRD pattem of CSR sample

6.3.2 XPS

XPS profile montage of SeR is given in fig. 6.4. The spectrum is similar

with that of Se sample (up to 12"‘ cycle) prepared using powdered selenium pellets

(section3.4.5). ln the spectrum Binding energy (BE) of Se 3d5/2 (55.5 eV) coincides

with that in elemental state. XPS profile of CISR sample is shown in fig. 6.5. BE of

Cu, In and Se in fig. 6.5 corresponds to that of CIS samples described in chapter 5.

6.3.3 Optical properties

Wavelength dependence of optical absorption of Se and SeR are given in

fig. 6.6. Band gap (Eg) of selenium films (Se and SeR) are evaluated as 2.12 eV
2

from the plot of (othv) vs. hv, as depicted in fig. 6.7. For CuInSe2 films, (CIS and

CISR), transmittance spectra (fig. 6.8) shows a rapid change near the absorption

edge, Eg ~ l eV.
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6.4. Results and discussions

Red coloured a—Se precipitate remained in the reaction bath after

thin film deposition was converted to dark gray powder, during drying. The initial

material for deposition, powder of selenium pellets were also gray in colour,

having monoclinic structure. XRD studies reveals that the a-Se powder from C BD

is converted to hexagonal form of Se on keeping in the ambient conditions. This

type of phase transformation was reported elsewhere [6]. Also, the precipitate

from CBD has better crystallinity compared to the powder of selenium pellets

indicated by high intense and narrow peaks in fig. 6.1 (b). However, the selenium

films formed using both types of powder by dissolving into aqueous Na2SO3

solution, exhibit amorphous nature. From this, it can be inferred that in the

solution, (SeSO3)2' behaves independent of crystallographic nature of Se in the

solid phase. Optical properties of selenium films are also similar, having identical

band gaps [5].
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XRD patterns of copper indium selenide samples prepared using selenium

precipitate as initial material are identical (fig. 6.2) to that formed using original

selenium powder. Both are polycrystalline having chalcopyrite structure as

indicated by planes corresponding to the d-vziluesin the figure. These films have

preferred orientation along (112) plane. Composition and purity of the films are

also retained as that of the films formed from powdered selenium pellets as the

starting material. Optical properties of the films are also similar with rapid

decrease of transmittance near the fundamental absorption edge ~ 1 eV as

evidenced from spectral dependence of optical transmittance.

Crystallographic studies of copper se,lenide thin films reveal that films

prepared using selenium precipitate and powdered pellets are cubic Cu;.,<Se phase

(fig. 6.3.)

6.6 Conclusion

Selenium precipitate remaining in the bath after the deposition of selenium

film was recovered for the use as starting material for further deposition process.

Composition and purity of selenium film prepared using selenium precipitate from

the reaction bath was anlaysed using XPS and compared with that of the film

prepared using powdered pellets. CulnSe; films were prepared by the SEL

technique using selenium precipitate as initial material and structural,

compositional and optical properties were ‘-analysed. Cu;.,.Se films were also

prepared using the selenium precipitate by CBD technique and structure of the film

was compared with that of Cu;.,Se film deposited using commercial seleniump0wder.. _
From the above investigation it can be" concluded that when selenium film

is deposited using CBD technique the wastage of selenium can be minimized. This

is achieved by reusing the selenium precipitate remaining in the solution.
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CHAPTER 7

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
\

Copper indium based solar cells are the most targeted device as it can replace

the most widely used Si solar cells if low cost process are developed for large area and

large scale fabrication. In this context, we developed an inexpensive, pollution free

hybrid process for the preparation of CuInSe; films.

Of all methods, CBD is the most simple and low cost method for large area

fabrication of thin films. In this method, to deposit device quality films, the parameters

to be controlled are molarity of the reactants, pH and temperature of the bath. For the

preparation of single phase ternary CuInSe; films control of these parameters is

difficult as the formation of binary phases such as Cu2Se is more probable. However,

CBD is a well-suited technique for the deposition of binary films.

The first attempt was conversion of Cu;Se prepared using CBD into (‘uInSe;

by diffusing indium. Indium layer was deposited over Cu2-,,Se using vacuum

evaporation and the resulting bilayer was annealed at 573 K in high vacuum (l0'5

mbar). Indium layer of thickness up to 1300 A was diffused into Cu;-,Se film of

thickness ~ lu until Cu/In ratio ~l as obtained form XPS analysis. Structural analysis

using XRD revealed that the indium .diffused film consists of mixed phases of

unreacted Cu;;Se, In2Se3 and traces of CuInSe;. Even though the optical absorption

spectrum showed an increase in absorbance, XPS analysis revealed high deficiency of

selenium in the film.

In order to compensate for the Se deficiency, we developed a novel

selenisation technique using chemical bath deposited selenium thin film. However,

instead of selenizing the indium diffused Cu;Se film, we adopted Stacked Elemental

Layer (SEL) technique to prepare binary and ternary selenides using the selenium thin

film.
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Deposition of selenium thin film through CBD was achieved by controlling pH

value of the Na2SeSO3 solution. The optimized conditions were as follows: Well

leaned glass substrates were dipped vertically in a 25 ml beaker containing 20 ml

(0.025 M) Na;SeSO; solution of pl-I ~ 4.5, at room temperature. Orange red coloured

selenium thin films of thickness 5000 A were deposited after 3 h of deposition. XRD

analysis showed that the films were amorphous in nature. Formation of elemental

selenium thin films was confirmed using XPS, SIMS and ICP. Band gap evaluated

was 2.10 eV from optical absorption spectrum and electrically the films were
insulator.

Photovoltaic material, indium selenide In;Se3 thin films were prepared by

annealing the stacked layer of structure Glass/a:Se/In in high vacuum in the range of

temperature 373-723 K. The films formed at different temperatures were analysed

using different techniques. Films formed at 373 K and above 673 K were hexagonal y

In2Se3. For films formed at intermediate temperatures were amorphous in nature.

Depthwise compositional analysis using XPS showed that interlayer diffusion

was unifomi due to annealing and BE values of In and Se were coinciding with that of

In;Se3. Band gap values were estimated from optical absorption spectrum. For the

films formed at 373 K, band gap was 1.8 eV and slight difference was observed for

other films, which could be correlated to the structural change. Electrical conductivity

was decreased with increase in annealing temperature. Both n-type and p-type films

were obtained depending on annealing temperature. At room temperature maximum

photosensitivity was observed for films formed at 423 K.

Copper selenide (Cu;-,,;Se) films were prepared by annealing the SEL structure

Galss/a:Se/Cu and characterized using XRD, XPS and optical absorption spectrum.

Copper indium selenide thin films were prepared by two different methods.

First method was annealing the stacked layer structure of Glass/a:Se/In/Cu. Indium

and copper layers were deposited using vacuum evaporation over selenium film.

Preliminary analysis of reaction kinetics was analysed using XRD pattem of films

formed at different temperatures in the range 423 K- 673 K. It was found that single
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phase (112) oriented chalcopyrite thin films were formed at 673 K. Growth of CIS

film with increase in Cu/In ratio was studied using XRD. Band gap reduccd with

increase in Cu/In ratio and band tailing was observed for highly Cu-rich films.

Electrical conductivity enhanced with Cu/In ratio and highly Cu-rich films showed

semimetallic behaviour. Hall measurement studies revealed that the films were p-type

and hole concentration increases with Cu/In ratio. Photosensitivity was found to be

maximum for films having Cu/In ratio ~'1 and decreases with increase in Cu/In ratio.

Semimetallic copper rich films showed negative photoconductivity. When this type of

films were treated with NaCN solution, it regained its semiconducting and

photoconducting property.

Second method developed was diffused metallic Cu into ln3Se3 film. Nature of

growth of the films with temperature was similar as that of SEL technique except that

formation of CuInSe; just begins at 473 K while in SEL technique significant growth

was observed at 473 K. Also, pin holes were observed in films formed at 673 K.

Optical properties were also similar to that of first technique. SEL technique is better

than the second method, as the probability of escape of selenium is less in the first

technique.

In order to avoid the wastage of material, selenium precipitate remained in the

bath after deposition of the film was recovered for the use as starting material for

further deposition process. Composition and purity of selenium film prepared using

selenium precipitate from the bath was anlaysed using XPS and compared with that of

the film prepared using powdered pellets. CuInSe2 films were prepared by the SEL

technique using selenium precipitate as initial material and structural, compositional

and optical properties were analysed. Also, Cu;;-,,Se films were prepared using the

selenium precipitate by CBD technique and structure of the film was compared with

that of original Cu;-,.Se film.

It is concluded that amorphous selenium thin film could be prepared using

CBD. We developed a new pollution free selenisation technique using this selenium

film. Indium selenide and copper indium selenide thin films were successfully
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prepared using the above selenisation process. Reuse of selenium precipitate from the

chemical bath minimized the wastage of material. This could be a promising option for

h'n film technology for copper indium selenide and otherdeveloping much lower cost t 1

selenides.
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